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PLUTONIUM FUEL FACTORY AT SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

Georgians Against Nuclear Energy (GANE) is filing this amended petition to request a

public hearing of safety issues concerning the proposal by Duke - COGEMA - Stone &

Webster to receive a license to build a facility to manufacture reactor fuel from weapons-

grade plutonium (MOX) at the Savannah River Site on the South Carolina side of the

Savannah River which serves as border between Georgia and South Carolina.

Georgians' health and safety are potentially affected by hazards posed by a

plutonium fuel factory on its border.

GANE observes that weapons-grade plutonium poses an inherent threat to life on

earth if it is used as nuclear weapons and applauds efforts to reduce that military threat by

rendering plutonium useless as a weapon.

Manufacture of plutonium fuel not only fails to reach the goal of rendering

plutonium unavailable for weapons, but its manufacture and use increase the risk of
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nuclear weapons proliferation through the many transportation and handling steps in

plutonium fuel manufacture.

The alternative action proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy in its

plutonium disposal decision is ceramic immobilization of plutonium in which the

plutonium concentration is decreased to a non-fissile level and then fixed in a ceramic

form and encased in glassified high-level nuclear waste currently stored precariously in

liquid form in 50-year-old tanks above the Tuscaloosa Aquifer. This lethally hot, two

metric ton container, while stabilizing the high-level waste inventory at SRS, will serve

as a high radiation barrier to theft of the plutonium it guards.

Since the mission of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is to protect public

health and safety, GANE observes that it is an immobilization facility which is required

to protect public health from use of plutonium as weapons, not a plutonium fuel factory.

A plutonium fuel industry is unprecedented in its complexity and potential

hazards. Following are several deficiencies of the MOX fuel factory Construction

Authorization Request GANE has identified that threaten Georgia citizens.

GANE is filing 13 safety and environmental contentions as well as separately

filing a Motion to Dismiss Licensing Proceeding or, in the Alternative, Hold It In

Abeyance. We believe it is premature for the Board to consider these contentions but

have filed timely to comply with the Order setting the calendar.

SAFETY CONTENTIONS

Contention 1: Lack Of Consideration Of Safeguards In Facility Design'

The DCS Construction Authorization Request (CAR) does not contain detailed

information on MFFF design features relevant to the ability of DCS to implement

material control and accounting (MC&A) measures capable of meeting or exceeding the

This contention is supported by the Declaration of Dr. Edwin S. Lyman, see Exhibit 1.
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regulatory requirements of 10 CFR Part 74, and there is no indication that MC&A

considerations were taken into account in the MFFF design. As a result, the CAR does

not provide a basis for NRC to "establish that the applicant's design basis for MC&A and

related commitments will lead to an FNMCP (Fundamental Nuclear Material Control

Plan) that will meet or exceed the regulatory acceptance criteria in Section 13.2.4 [of the

MFFF Standard Review Plan (SRP)]," SRP at 13.2.5.2A. Failure to adequately consider

MP&A issues during the MFFF design phase not only exhibits poor engineering practice

but also greatly increases the probability that DCS will not be able to operate the MFFF

in compliance with 10 CFR Part 74 without significant retrofitting (and may not be able

to even with retrofitting), and thus that NRC ultimately will deny DCS a license to

possess and use SNM at the MFFF. Consequently, Chapter 13.2 of the CAR in its

current form is grossly inadequate and should be rejected.

Basis: Over the last decade, the international community has recognized the importance

of the principle that new nuclear facilities should be designed to facilitate the effective

application of both domestic and international safeguards, and consequently that design

information should be provided to safeguards authorities as early in the process as

possible.

For example, as part of the series of revisions to the international safeguards

regime that has occurred since the failure of IAEA safeguards to detect the Iraqi nuclear

weapons program prior to the Gulf War, in February 1992 the IAEA Board of Governors

adopted a widely praised recommendation that design information on new nuclear

facilities should be supplied to the IAEA at least 180 days prior to commencement of
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construction, whereas previously it was required only that such information be provided

180 days prior to commencement of operation.

The importance of this issue is summarized succinctly in a 1997 report by

safeguards experts at U.S. national laboratories intended for parties interested in bidding

for the MFF contract (Erkilla et al, 1997):

"Both domestic and international safeguards strategies must be considered when

designing the MOX fuel fabrication facility. If these capabilities are not designed

into the facility, it may not be possible to retrofit them into the facility and,

consequently, to meet the requirements. Retrofitting safeguards into the facility

may be prohibitively expensive." 3

In other words, design of a facility without appropriate attention to safeguards issues may

lead to choices that do not allow safeguards measures to be applied with a level of

effectiveness adequate to meet applicable regulations. Therefore, a reasonably complete

description of the safeguards approach for the facility must be submitted to the relevant

safeguards authorities (in this case, NRC) at the design stage.

The MFFF SRP also makes this point clear in its guidance for the safety

evaluation of construction approval of Chapter 13.2, "Material Control and Accounting"

(MC&A) of the CAR, (NRC, 2000):4

2 See, for example, L. Scheinman, "Assuring the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Safeguards
System," Occasional Paper Series, Atlantic Council of the United States, October 1992,

.14.
B.H. Erkilla, P.M. Rinard, K.E. Thomas and N.R. Zack (Los Alamos National

Laboratory), C.D. Jaeger (Sandia National Laboratories), "Design Impacts of Safeguards
and Security Requirements for a U.S. MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility," Los Alamos
National Laboratory report LA-UR-97-4691, November 1997, p.4 . Relevant pages are
attached as Exhibit 3.
4 U.S. NRC, Standard Review Plan for the Review of an Application for a Mixed Oxide
Fuel Fabrication Facility, NUREG-1718, August 2000, Section 13.2.5.2A, p. 13.2-12.
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"The primary reviewer should establish that the applicant's design basis for

MC&A and related commitments will lead to an FNMCP [Fundamental Nuclear

Material Control Plan] that will meet or exceed the regulatory acceptance criteria

in Section 13.2.4."

The MUFF SRP defines "design basis" as5

"the information that identifies the specific functions to be performed by an SSC

of a facility, and the specific values or ranges of values chosen for controlling

parameters as reference bounds for design."

Section 13.2 of the CAR, "Material Control and Accounting," less than one page

in length, is grossly deficient and does not provide the information that NRC needs to

make conclusions regarding the quality of the applicant's design basis for MC&A. The

applicant merely asserts that the FNMCP it will provide when it applies for a license

application for possession and use of SNM will meet the performance objectives and

capabilities for the MFFF MC&A system required by 10 CFR §74.51. Other sections of

the CAR refer to the location of MC&A systems but provide no "ranges of values chosen

for controlling parameters" such as their performance specifications, as required by the

MFFF SRP.

Since DCS has not provided any details about how MC&A considerations were

integrated into the design, NRC cannot have confidence that the design of the facility will

be conducive to implementation of an FNMCP that can meet its requirements. According

to Erkilla et al. (1997):

5 Ibid., p. xxii.
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"Although most accounting system requirements do not have direct impact [sic]

on facility design, some aspects of the accounting system, such as number and

locations of measurement equipment and accounting and tracking stations, can

influence floor-space requirements of the facility.... Careful consideration should

be given to the accounting system design and requirements during the facility

design effort."

Erkilla, et al. also describes the exhaustive process by which this is done for DOE

facilities:6

"At each main stage of the design process, a safeguards and security vulnerability

assessment (VA) shall be performed on the facility design to determine if the

design meets the intent of the DOE Orders for preventing and detecting theft or

diversion of nuclear materials."

While NRC regulations do not explicitly contain a comparable requirement for

conduct of VAs during the design process, the rigor of the DOE design process

underscores the highly unorthodox nature of NRC's proposed MFFF licensing approach,

which would allow authorization of construction of a facility without a thorough MC&A

review -- a review that would require formulation of at least a preliminary FMNCP at

the design stage.

A good example of how design flaws at a MOX facility can lead to a failure of the

MC&A system, necessitating disruptions in operation and costly retrofits, is the

Plutonium Fuel Production Facility (PFPF) in Tokaimura, Japan.7 PFPF was described

6 Ibid., p. 5.
7For a review, see E. Lyman, "Japan's Plutonium Fuel Production Facility: A Case
Study of the Challenges of Nuclear Material Accountancy," Proceedings of the 38h
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by the IAEA as "a highly automated facility with the most advanced material

accountancy system in existence." 8 Nonetheless, during six years of operation (1988-

1994), approximately 70 kilograms of plutonium accumulated on plant surfaces and

process equipment, resulting in an unacceptably high value of material unaccounted for

(MUF). The plant was shut down, cleaned out and retrofitted with additional systems to

reduce holdup accumulation and NDA measurement uncertainty. The total cost of these

operations was $100 million.

It is NRC's obligation to ensure that its regulatory process does not allow a

situation like that which occurred at PFPF to develop at the MFFF. Therefore, at a

minimum, the MC&A design basis must include a detailed description of how holdup

accumulation (1) can be effectively managed through choices for design elements such as

process equipment materials and geometries, glovebox ventilation systems and dust

collection systems; and (2) can be measured with NDA systems to the degree of accuracy

necessary to meet 10 CFR Part 74 requirements. It should be noted that the MFFF SRP

recommends that the applicant demonstrate that the material transport system piping "is

designed to minimize entrapment and buildup of solids in the system" (SRP at

11.4.7.2H), and that NRC staff have pointed out the absence of such a demonstration in

the CAR (CAR RAI at 188).

In addition, the CAR does not include any information regarding the performance

of the MC&A systems at the MELOX plant, which is the model for the vFEF. Such

performance data, including the magnitudes of the MELOX plant MUF and "retained

inventory" (process holdup that cannot be recovered until facility deactivation) could

allow NRC staff to judge whether the MELOX design is compatible with MC&A

Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, Naples, Florida, July
1998.
8 "Japanese Nuclear Material Under Full Safeguards," press release, International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna, May 25, 1994.
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systems capable of meeting NRC regulations. It should be noted that operational data

from the MELOX plant was submitted by DCS in Chapter 9 of the CAR to justify the

expected values of occupational radiation exposure presented therein. By the same

reasoning, MELOX MC&A performance data is likewise relevant for establishing the

likelihood that the MFFF plant will be able to implement an FNMCP that can meet NRC

regulations.

To illustrate the importance of MELOX operating data for establishing the

adequacy of the MFFF design basis for MC&A, the example of the proposed MFFF

Scrap Processing Unit (CAR at 11.2.2.10) should be considered. An effective system for

management of MOX scrap is an essential component of a credible MC&A program,

because MOX scrap contaminated with impurities is one of the most difficult materials in

a MOX plant to measure accurately using NDA methods.9 For this reason, NRC

requirements for MOX scrap control are exceptionally stringent (10 C-FR §70.58(i)(2)).

The MELOX plant has a system known as the "Unite de Chamottage" which

appears to be substantially similar to the MFFF Scrap Processing Unit."0 The throughput

of this system is reported to be 8% of the MELOX plant initial licensed throughput of

101.3 MTHM of MOX per year. However, it appears that the rate of scrap production at

MELOX has been much higher than anticipated and has overwhelmed its scrap

processing system. There are indications that as of January 1, 2001, there were 45 MT of

scrap MOX pellets from MELOX in the spent fuel storage ponds at the La Hague

reprocessing plant. This implies, assuming that the MELOX scrap processing system has

operated at its maximum throughput, that the average rate of scrap production at MELOX

9 E. Lyman (1998), op cit.
'° The information in the following paragraph was obtained from X. Coeytaux, Y. Faid
and M. Schneider, "Waste Production in French MOX Fabrication Facilities," World
Information Service on Energy (WISE-Paris), 10 August 2001 (attached as Exhibit 9).
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for its first five years of operation has been nearly 20% of throughput, and in fact the

MELOX plant is not capable of recycling the scrap it generates in a timely manner.

The description of the MFFF Scrap Processing Unit in the CAR does not provide

the system design throughput. Given the scrap problems that the MELOX plant appears

to be experiencing, there is reason to believe that the design and capacity of the MFFF

Scrap Processing Unit, if based substantially on the MIELOX system, may not be able to

meet NRC requirements for scrap control. Therefore, this provides another example of

the importance of design basis information for systems relevant to MC&A --- information

largely omitted in the CAR --- for a determination of whether the plant design will be

capable of supporting an adequate FNMCP.

The applicant asserts that because it is not required to submit an FNMCP with the

CAR, "it is premature to raise contentions regarding plutonium 'accounting' at the MOX

Facility."1' However, in view of the fundamental relationship between facility design and

effective MC&A documented above, it is clear that this position represents an

inappropriately narrow interpretation of NRC regulations and NRC staff interpretations.

This position strongly suggests that the applicant has not adequately considered MC&A

issues during the design of the facility, raising the risk that DCS will not be able to

submit in the future an FNMCP adequate to meet the requirements of Part 74 without

costly retrofits to the MFFF. This fundamental flaw in the MFFF licensing process stems

directly from the improper partitioning of the process into construction authorization and

operating license phases, when in many technical areas, like MP&A, a neat division of

the analysis between these two phases is not possible.

DCS Answer to GANE's Request for Hearing, p. 24.
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Contention 2: Lack Of Consideration Of Physical Protection In Facility Design

The DCS Construction Authorization Request (CAR) does not contain detailed

information on MFFF design features relevant to the ability of DCS to implement

physical protection measures capable of meeting or exceeding the regulatory

requirements of 10 CFR Part 73, and there is no indication that physical protection

considerations were taken into account in the MIFFF design. As a result, the CAR does

not provide a basis for NRC to "establish that the applicant's proposed design, location,

construction technique and material for elements of the physical protection system and

related commitments will lead to a physical protection plan that will meet or exceed the

regulatory acceptance criteria in Section 13.1.4 [of the MFFF Standard Review Plan

(SRP)]." SRP, § 13.1.5.2A.

Failure to adequately consider physical protection issues during the MFFF design

phase not only exhibits poor engineering practice but also greatly increases the

probability that DCS will not be able to operate the MFFF in compliance with 10 CFR

Part 73 without significant retrofitting (and may not be able to even with retrofitting), and

thus that NRC ultimately will deny DCS a license to possess and use SNM at the MFFF.

Consequently, Chapter 13.1 of the CAR in its current form is grossly inadequate and

should be rejected.

Basis: The necessity of accounting for physical protection considerations in the design of

facilities that will store and use SNM is self-evident. Design elements that play a crucial

role in the technical basis for physical protection include facility layout, structural design

and location of physical barriers. This principle is clearly stated in the IAEA's

recommendations --- representing a broad consensus among LAEA member states --- for
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requirements for physical protection of nuclear materials and facilities, IAEA

INFCIRC/225/Rev 4:12

"The concept of physical protection is one which requires a designed mixture of

hardware (security devices), procedures ... and facility design (including layout)"

and

"Achievement of the objectives of the physical protection system should be

assisted by: a) Taking into account physical protection of nuclear material in the

design of the facility as early as possible."

Another important reason for taking into account physical protection at the design

stage is to ensure that an adequate physical protection system can be applied at the

facility without compromising safety, since under certain circumstances a direct conflict

arises between physical protection requirements (based on denial of access) and safety

requirements (based on easy access for emergency personnel). In this regard, IAEA

INFCIRC/225/Rev.4 recommends that:`3

"Potential conflicting requirements, resulting from safety and physical protection

considerations, should be carefully analyzed to ensure that they do not jeopardize

nuclear safety, including during emergency conditions."

The MFF SRP also makes this point clear in its guidance for the safety evaluation of for

construction approval of Chapter 13.1, "Material Control and Accounting" (MC&A) of

the CAR: 14

12 International Atomic Energy Agency, "The Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials
and Facilities," INFCIRC/225/Rev. 4 (corrected), Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.
13 Ibid, Section 6.1.3.
14 U.S. NRC, NUREG-1718, Section 13.1.5.2A, p. 13.1-17.
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"The primary reviewer should establish that the applicant's proposed design,

location, construction technique and material for elements of the physical

protection system and related commitments will lead to a physical protection plan

that will meet or exceed the regulatory acceptance criteria in Section 13.1.4."

Section 13.2 of the CAR, "Physical Security Plan," one paragraph in length, is grossly

deficient and does not provide the information that NRC needs to make conclusions

regarding the quality of the applicant's design basis for a physical protection system and

the likelihood that it will lead to a physical protection plan that will meet NRC

requirements. It merely provides a commitment that the "physical security plan"

(assumed to be the same as the "physical protection plan" required by 10 CFR Part 73)

that the applicant intends to file with the license application for possession and use of

SNM will meet NRC requirements.

Although the CAR provides no information on how physical protection

considerations were accounted for in plant design, the CAR attempts to take credit for

such considerations. In particular, in addressing the possibility of damage to the MFFF

from accidental explosions, the CAR states that "the impacts of explosions in F-Area are

bounded by the impacts accounted for in the MFFF structures for safeguards and security

reasons" (CAR at 5.5.2.7.6.2). However, this is not explained further, prompting a

request from the NRC Staff to "provide the basis of the statement" at page 57 of the

Staff's June 21, 2001, RAI. (The RAI is available on the NRC's MOX website). If the

applicant has analysis which supports this statement, it should have provided it in the

CAR.

The lack of information provided in Chapter 13.1 of the CAR suggests that the

applicant has not adequately considered physical protection issues during the design of

the facility, raising the risk that DCS will not be able to submit in the future a physical
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protection plan adequate to meet the requirements of Part 74 without costly retrofits to

the MFFF. This fundamental flaw in the MFFF licensing process stems directly from the

improper partitioning of the process into construction authorization and operating license

phases, when in many technical areas, like physical protection, a neat division of the

analysis between these two phases is not possible.

Contention 3. Inadequate Seismic Design

In Sections 1.3.5 through 1.3.7 of the CAR, DCS specifies the design criteria for the

MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility to withstand any potential geological hazard. DCS claims

that "conservative design criteria" have been established. Id. at 1.3.6-23. This assertion is

not supported, because DCS has not performed a seismic analysis that is either adequate

in scope or adequately documented.

Basis: The seismic hazard at a site depends on two factors: one, the likelihood of a

significant seismic event, and two, the expected site response to such an event. Precisely

predicting the likelihood of a future seismic event is not currently possible; the best one

can do is extrapolate from past seismicity, compare regional tectonics to those of similar

regions, and seek evidence for recent tectonic activity.

The site response depends upon how the local geology, soils, sediments and

bedrock, would respond to an expected seismic event, the design basis earthquake.

Understanding site response is a rapidly evolving field, and much is being learned as

strong motion accelerographs are deployed in areas that experience earthquakes. It is

essential, therefore, that any seismic study of the MIFFF be complete, accurate and up-to-

date.
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Likelihood of significant seismic event

In Section 1.3.5, the CAR concludes that "there are no geologic threats affecting

the MFFF site, except for the Charleston Seismic Zone and the minor random Piedmont

earthquakes." Id. at 1.3.5-1. In addition, DCS states that "no conclusive evidence of

large prehistoric earthquakes originating outside of coastal South Carolina have been

found." CAR at p. 1.3.5-41. These assertions do not consider recent paleoseismic work

on the South Carolina Coastal Plain showing more activity in the last 6000 years, and

over a wider area, than previously known.

As DCS states at page 1.3-5, excavation and detailed analyses of the "liquefaction

flow features" in the area of the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina earthquake provided the

"first insight into the pre-history of the Charleston earthquake." On page 1.3.5-41-42 of

the CAR, the applicant notes four pre-1886 liquefaction events on the coastal plain linked

to Charleston events. A liquefaction episode is caused by ground shaking strong enough

for soils to start to flow like a liquid. A strong enough earthquake will leave features

such as sand craters, sand vents and sand fissures, as described in the application. Once

located, these relict features can be dated and provide a rough timeline of pre-historic

seismic events. However, the features cannot usually be used to pinpoint the earthquake

location. DCS claims that paleoliquefaction episodes in areas other than the Charleston

coastal plane are not addressed in the literature, and are also unlikely because of the

different geology. CAR at 1.3.5-43.

Most regional paleoseismic work has only dealt with events in the Charleson

Seismic Zone because liquefaction features were originally located there. A recent paper

by Pradeep Talwani and William T. Schaeffer, indicates both that the frequency of major

events is higher in the South Carolina Coastal Plain than previously thought, and that

major events need not be limited to the Charleston seismic zone. Talwani, et al.,

Recurrence Rate of Large Earthquakes in the South Carolina Coastal Plain Base on
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Paleoliquefaction Data, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 106, April 2001, copy

attached as Exhibit 5.

The Talwani/Schaeffer study includes liquefaction features along the South

Carolina coast and points to two scenarios for paleoseismic activity. One scenario calls

for seven magnitude seven (or stronger) Charleston events in the last 6000 years, with a

recurrence interval of 600 years. The other scenario would put one magnitude six event

near Bluffton, South Carolina, only 100 miles from the SRS, and the others near

Charleston and Georgetown. In other words, contrary to what the CAR says, major

events may have occurred much closer to the SRS than the Charleston Seismic Zone.

DCS claims to evaluate "the relationship between geologic structure and seismic

sources within the general site region." However, it is impossible to evaluate the

accuracy of this section because of the report's lack of references. Most tables and

figures in Section 1.3.6.2 are not referenced to any published work. For those figures that

do indicate the source of the information, no citation to a reference document is provided

in the list of references (Section 1.3.8). See, for instance, Figure 1.3.6-2 (p. 1.3.6-45),

Figure 1.3.6-5 (p. 1.3.6-51), and Figure 1.3.6-10 (p. 1.3.6-61). Other referenced reports

are not widely available. For instance, the CAR cites a number of Westinghouse

Savannah River Company technical reports that are not available through major

university research libraries (e.g. The University of Colorado-Boulder or the Colorado

School of Mines). Although the Westinghouse Savannah River Site web site is supposed

to have reports on their website, few of the ones listed in the CAR are available. Thus, it

is not possible to verify the assertions made in the CAR regarding the MFFF site geology.

Table 1.3.6-1 purports to list "Significant Earthquakes Within 200 Miles of SRS

(Intensity > 4 or Magnitude > 3). No references are provided for the sources used to

construct Table 1.3.6-1. Thus, they cannot be verified. Moreover, a comparison with the

U.S. Geological Survey's Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, Monthly Listing,
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(URL: http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/epic/epic-global.html) catalog shows that it is inaccurate

and incomplete at least for the period from 1974 onwards. For the August 2, 1974, event,

the CAR reports a maximum magnitude of 4.3, while the USGS PDE lists a magnitude of

4.9, an energy release four times greater. Table 1 lists other catalogued events within 200

miles of the SRS of magnitude equal to or greater than 3.0 that were omitted in the CAR.

Table 1

Date

(yyyy/mm/dd)

1974/10/28

1974/11/05

1979/08/26

1986/02/13

1987/12/12

1988/01/23

1995/04/17

1998/04/13

1998/06/05

2000/01/18

Location

(Lat N)

33.79

33.73

34.93

34.76

34.24

32.94

32.95

34.61

35.48

32.99

Depth

(Lon E) (km)

-81.92

-82.22

-82.97 2

-82.94 5

-82.63 5

-80.16 7

-80.07 10

-80.47 5

-80.82 5

-83.21 5

Magnitude

3.00

3.70

3.70

3 .50

3 .00

3.30

3.90

3.90

3.20

3.50

ML

ML

UK

Mn

Mn

Mn

Mn

Mn

Mn

Mn

Distance

(km)

66

75

223

205

143

145

153

190

262

144

from SRS

Between the recent evidence for prehistoric earthquakes and the failure to note all recent

regional seismic events, the CAR does not adequately account for the risk of a major

event.

Site response

The shaking experienced at a particular location during an earthquake is called the

"site response." It depends upon a number of factors, including distance to the event,

regional geology and topography, and local geology and topography. The CAR cites

several site response studies within the SRS, but does not indicate that a quantitative site

response study for the MFFF has been done. In section 1.3.5.2, the applicant states,
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"Subsurface soils at the MFFF site will also be evaluated to determine whether they have

any potential for liquefaction," Id., p. 1.3.5-28. and, "the exploration borings, CPT holes,

geophysical test results, and laboratory test results will be used to establish static and

dynamic geotechnical design criteria, " Id, p. 1.3.5-29. Thus, the potential for intense

shaking or soil liquefaction at the MFFF site has not been established.

Moreover, as noted by the NRC staff in its February 28, 2001, request for

additional information (RAI) at pages 4-9, the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment

(PSHA) is incomplete. (A copy of the RAI is available on the NRC's MOX website).

GANE concurs with the need for clarification on all points mentioned in the RAI.

In the Standard Review Plan for Review of Final Safety Analysis Reports for

Nuclear Power Plants the NRC states that license applicants should develop a site-

specific design spectrum. NUREG-0800, Section 2.5.6 (1997). This means that the

probability for seismic hazard, that is, the risk of a major event combined with the

expected site response, should be expressed as a spectrum of the intensity of shaking at

frequencies of structural interest. In the CAR, the applicant asserts that the "MFFF

design earthquake is the existing SRS PC-3 spectrum." Id., p. 1.3.6-23. This spectrum is

not site-specific, but was computed for the whole of the Savannah River Site in 1997. A

site-specific spectrum would include the soil properties determined in the geotechnical

studies, such as those presented in Figures 1.3.5-23 through 1.3.5-25. The applicant has

not provided detailed methodologies or references for spectral shape changes applied to

the starting spectrum.

In addition, the approach to the PSHA has been insufficiently conservative. In

table 1.3.6-7 (p 1.3.6-39), the applicant estimates the return period for Sa(g)=0.375g at

5hz is 2700 years. These estimates are derived from Westinghouse Savannah River

Company reports (WSRC-TR-97-0085 and WSRC-TR-98-00263) that are not publicly

available. In contrast, the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (URL:
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http://geohazards.cr.usgs.gov/eq/) estimates a return period of 1200 years for the same

event at the SRS.

Contention 4. Inadequate Licensing Review by NRC Staff.

The NRC lacks recent, relevant experience necessary to regulate plutonium fuel

processing activities and effectively protect the public and environment from harm

thereby.

Basis: It has been more than 20 years since the plutonium processing plant, Cimarron,

operated near Crescent, Oklahoma. That experience resulted in early shutdown and

decommissioning of the plant and a civil suit in which the licensee was found negligent

with respect to worker training and safety, a finding which implicates and indicts the

regulatory agency as well. Since that time, the NRC Staff has not reviewed any license

applications for plutonium processing plants. The result is that the NRC Staff is

embarking on a complicated licensing review for a dangerous facility, and for which it

has little experience or training.

The NRC Staff's inexperience has glaringly showed itself in this licensing process

(see GANE's accompanying Motion to Dismiss) in which basic and clear NRC

regulations have been misinterpreted. These errors will most likely result in, at a

minimum, postponing the licensing process for at least a year while DCS completes its

plutonium fuel factory design. This mistake, while serious, is pale when compared to the

risk posed to the public by having the NRC staff continue to grope for information on the

short timeline set for it. The lack of safety- and security-related detail in the CAR,

exacerbated by lack of NRC personnel with plutonium experience, coupled with a rushed

licensing process could easily spell disaster for Georgians' health and property.

Correspondence between the NRC Staff and DOE shows that although it has

accepted the CAR, QA Plan, and Environmental Report for docketing, the Staff is not
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equipped to review them without more training. The Staff is now in the process of

reviewing the CAR, QA Plan, and Environmental Report, in preparation for issuance of a

draft EIS and Safety Evaluation Report regarding construction. Yet, the Staff has written

to the DOE, asking for "additional training of our staff in plutonium processing

environments, especially with weapons-grade plutonium." See letter from Eric Leeds,

NRC's Chief of Special Projects Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards in

the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards to Patrick Rhoads, DOE Office of

Fissile Materials Disposition, National Nuclear Security Administration (July 11, 2001),

(attached as Exhibit 4). The letter also asks to procure the training services directly from

Los Alamos National Laboratories, in order to cut back on the six-month lead time that

the Staff anticipates if it has to go through normal channels. Id. Thus, the Staff seems to

have embarked on a technical review for which it does not have sufficient expertise, and

may not obtain training in a timely way. This lack of planning is quite foreboding in the

conceptual stage of the MOX factory, and could prove disastrous should licensing

proceed and the plutonium plant actually be built and operated.

Contention 5. Incorrect Designation of Controlled Area.

DCS incorrectly designates the entire Savannah River Site as the controlled area of the

MOX Facility. The proposed controlled area does not satisfy the NRC's requirement that

a controlled area "means an area, outside of a restricted area but inside the site boundary,

access to which can be limited by the licensee for any reason," because DCS does not

have control over the entire Savannah River Site. As a result of this improper controlled

area designation, DOE improperly characterizes members of the public as MOX Facility

workers for purposes of calculating radiological doses to the public during normal

operations and accidents. DCS's incorrect assumption about the appropriate controlled

area boundary also adversely affects the adequacy of its physical security measures. As a
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result, the design basis of the MOX facility is not adequate to support approval of

construction. Another result is that the Environmental Report incorrectly minimizes the

environmental impacts of the MOX Facility on the public, by defining the public in an

overly narrow way. See Contention 8, infra.

Basis: The Environmental Report states that DCS plans to use the site boundary for the

entire Savannah River Site as the controlled area boundary for the MOX Facility.

Environmental Report at 4-1. The Savannah River Site is an approximately circular tract

of land occupying 310 square miles, or 198,000 acres. Id. The MOX Facility is located

on a much smaller parcel of land within "Separations Area (F Area)." Id. The MOX

Facility occupies a 41-acre portion of the F area, whose area is 395 acres. Id. at 4-1, 4-2.

According to DCS, there is a conventional PIDAS fence around the "protected area" of

the MOX Facility, although DCS does not define what is meant by "protected area" in

Section 4.1 of the Environmental Report.

As provided in 10 C.F.R. § 20.1003, the controlled area must be within the

control of the licensee. The largest area around that MOX plant that is within the control

of DCS consists of the "protected area" that lies within the boundary of the PIDAS

fence.

GANE's concern is also supported by correspondence written by the NRC Staff to

DCS. In a June 18, 2001, Request for Additional Information regarding the

Environmental Report, the Staff asserted that "[Iun the first paragraph of section 4.1.1,

note that the description of public access to the SRS area should include that fact that the

NRC considers SRS workers who are not closely and frequently connected to the

licensed activity and who are outside the MOX FFF restricted area and within the

controlled area boundary to be 'members of the public."' Id. at 12. In a February 28,

2001, RAI regarding the CAR, the Staff demanded that DCS "[r]evise the description of

the controlled area boundary to include only those areas to which Duke Cogema Stone &
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Webster DCS can limit access for any reason."' Id., par. 2. The Staff also ordered DCS

to "[rievise the description of Savannah River site workers who are outside the mixed

oxide fuel fabrication facility (MFNF) restricted area but within the controlled area

boundary that is provided in the second paragraph of Section 1.1.2.1 to state that these

workers are deemed to be 'members of the public."' Id., par. 1.

In a July 12, 2001, RAI Response, DCS argues that the NRC has revised its policy

with respect to the definition of workers who are considered to constitute "members of

the public," such that under new 10 C.F.R. § 70.61, workers at other SRS facilities who

are within the controlled area boundary of the Savannah River Site may be considered to

be "workers" for purposes of assessing doses from the DCS operation. Id. at 12. This

argument ignores the fact that the NRC has not changed the requirements for defining a

controlled area. DCS simply has no legal basis for defining the controlled area boundary

as the boundary of the entire Savannah River Site.

Contention 6. Inadequate Safety Analysis

The Safety Analysis (SA) submitted as part of the DCS Construction Authorization

Request (CAR) is seriously flawed and provides neither a comprehensive assessment of

all potential accident consequences nor a credible assessment of all potential accident

likelihoods. The SA does not provide information of sufficient detail and quality to

enable the NRC to make a determination pursuant to 10 CFR §70.23(b) that "the design

bases of the principal structures, systems and components [of the MFFF] ... provide

reasonable assurance of protection against natural phenomena and the consequences of

potential accidents."

In particular, the SA fails to correctly identify and carry out consequence

assessments for accident scenarios with "bounding" consequences. The applicant's

failure to identify the actual bounding accident scenarios implies that it has
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underestimated the consequences of these scenarios, and hence may not have applied

engineered and/or administrative controls to the extent necessary to meet the performance

requirements established in 10 CFR §70.61 and the defense-in-depth requirements of 10

CFR §70.64(b). In addition, the SA incorrectly considers the controlled area boundary of

the IFF to be coincident with the SRS site boundary when evaluating accident impacts

to the public, which leads to projected doses to the public considerably below the correct

values. Hence, the CAR SA fails to demonstrate that the MFFF as designed is likely to

be in compliance with 10 CFR Part 70. NRC should therefore deny authorization of

MFFF construction based on this document.

Basis: Pursuant to 10 CFR §70.22(f), "each application for a license to possess and use

special nuclear material in a plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant shall contain

... a description and safety assessment of the design bases of the principal systems,

structures and components of the plant, including provisions for protection against natural

phenomena ...". This "safety assessment" (SA) must provide information of sufficient

detail and quality so that NRC can make a determination pursuant to 10 CFR §70.23(b)

that "the design bases of the principal structures, systems and components [of the MEFF]

... provide reasonable assurance of protection against natural phenomena and the

consequences of potential accidents." It is understood that the objective of the SA is to

demonstrate that "the design and design bases will result in a facility that will meet the

performance requirements of 10 CFR §70.61 and the defense-in-depth requirement of 10

CFR §70.64(b)" (MFFF SRP, § 5.4.3.1E).

To demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR §70.61 performance requirements, the

SA should include both a consequence assessment and a likelihood assessment (MIFFF

SRP, § 5.4.3.1E.iv). The SRP provides certain guidelines for these assessments. First, it

states that the applicant's analysis of accident sequences should "examine the failure of
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ALL features, structures, control devices, equipment or procedures to ensure that all

principal SSCs are appropriately identified" (MFFF SRP, § 5.4.3.1E.ii.c).

Second, the SRP does not mandate that the applicant should "determine the

consequences for all accidents and all SSCs individually," provided that "the applicant

demonstrates that the consequence assessment is bounding through the applicant's

analysis of representative processes sufficient to cover all principal types of hazardous

materials" (MFFF SRP, § 5.4.3.1E.iii). Thus the applicant does not have to analyze the

consequences of every conceivable accident sequence, provided that it conducts a limited

number of analyses that it can demonstrate are "bounding."

The NRC staff has rightly pointed out a number of serious inadequacies of the ER

and CAR safety assessments. First, it argues that the applicant has not provided adequate

justification for its choice of "bounding" accidents. See June 8, 2001, RAI regarding ER

(available on NRC MOX website). Second, it points out that the applicant has not

provided sufficient information to determine the quantitative likelihoods of the accidents

that it analyzes. See June 21, 2001 RAI regarding CAR at 39.

We find numerous examples in the CAR that illustrate the staffs concerns. For

example, in at least one case, the internal fire (CAR, § 5.5.3.2), the CAR does not analyze

a bounding case with respect to the source term. The case it does analyze --- a fire in the

PuO2 buffer storage unit --- is assumed to result in a bounding respirable airborne release

fraction (RARF) of 6x10 4, based on a value from NUREG/CR-6410, the Nuclear Fuel

Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook."5 This leads to an assumed airborne

respirable release of 234 grams of PuO2 into the glovebox. The SA then applies a leak

path factor of 104 (corresponding to two banks of HEPA filters) to this result, so the

release to the environment is assumed to be 0.023 g of PuO2 -However, every stage of the

15 This is an error; the actual value for the RARF recommended by NUREG/CR-6410 is a
factor of ten lower --- see the CAR RAI at 57.
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analysis of this sequence contains questionable assumptions that require considerably

more detailed justification than is provided in the CAR. The assumed value of the

respirable airborne release fraction for plutonium dioxide powder exposed to fire

conditions is taken from NUREG/CR-6410.' 6 An examination of the origin of this value

is warranted. It is based on a single set of experiments carried out in the 1960s on

plutonium dioxide powder of unknown specifications. The relevance of these studies to

the plutonium dioxide powder that will be stored and processed at the MFFF is unclear,

which may have a completely different particle size distribution and respirable fraction.

NlUREG/CR-6410 itself contains this cautionary note:'7

"The biggest uncertainty is probably introduced by assuming that the

experimentally determined RFs and ARFs for very specific powders apply

universally. It is impossible to quantify the pertinent differences in powders for

each application of this handbook. For aerosols ... these uncertainties coupled to

the statistical uncertainties of the data probably overwhelm all other uncertainties

An accident which is clearly bounding but is not analyzed in detail in the CAR is

a hydrogen explosion in the sintering furnace. A previous safety study of MOX fuel

fabrication plants has identified this scenario as one of the dominant risk contributors."

The amount of material at risk in the sintering furnace is 360 kilograms of MOX pellets,

containing 20.2 kilograms of polished plutonium. This corresponds to a respirable

16 U.S. NRC, "Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook," NUREG/CR-
6410, March 1998, p. 3-71.
17 Ibid., p. 4-1.
18 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), "Status Report on the EPRI Fuel Cycle
Accident Risk Assessment," EPRI NP-l 128 (Interim Report), July 1979, p. 5-18.
Relevant excerpts are attached as Exhibit 6.
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airborne release of 200 grams of plutonium, using the CAR assumption of an RARF of

0.01 for MOX pellets exposed to an explosive detonation.

For the explosion event that was analyzed, the CAR applied a leak path factor of

104, based on the assumption that two banks of HEPA filters will continue to operate

normally during the fire. A similar assumption here would lead to the conclusion that 10

CFR §70.61 performance requirements would be met in this case.

However, NRC staff has appropriately questioned the applicant's assumption that

the final stage of HEPA filters will maintain their design efficiency during "bounding"

accidents, even those involving severe fires or explosives. An exhaustive data review of

HEPA performance during accident conditions concludes that"9

"despite the many studies on HEPA filter performance under adverse conditions,

there are large gaps and limitations in the data that introduce significant error in

the estimates of HEPA filter efficiencies under DBA [design basis accident]

conditions. Because of this limitation, conservative values of filter efficiency

were chosen when there was insufficient data."

Thus even if the conditions are precisely known, the performance of HEPA filters during

accidents is highly uncertain. But the CAR doesn't even provide basic information about

accident conditions relevant to HEPA performance. Thus, it is impossible to

quantitatively determine the likelihood that the HEPA filters will survive and thus

determine if this accident is "highly unlikely," as required by 10 CFR §70.61.

If, as the NRC staff points out, "HEPA filters are unlikely to survive an explosion

of the magnitude implied by the text" (CAR RAI at 60), this accident could lead to a

violation of 10 CFR §70.61 performance criteria. A preliminary MACCS2 calculation
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indicates that the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) to a member of the public at the

MEFF restricted area boundary (approximately 200 meters from the plant stack) would

exceed 25 rem unless the residual efficiency of the two-stage HEPA filter was better than

95%.2 Thus, if one HEPA filter is severely damaged and the other degraded, this event

would qualify as "high consequence" according to 10 CFR §70.61. However, only one

principal SSC is applied in the CAR to prevent hydrogen explosions --- the "process

safety I&C system" (CAR at 5.5-101). This raises the question of whether the current

design meets the defense-in-depth requirements of 10 CFR §70.64(b).

The severity of this accident is consistent with the findings of the NRC staff, as

detailed in its Response to Supplemental Filings on the Issue of Standing (p.4), that "an

explosion ... in the absence of fully functional HEPA filters" could cause the dose to a

receptor 20 miles from the facility to "approach the 5 to 25 rem range."

Thus the lack of detail in the CAR's SA, coupled with the large uncertainties

involved in conducting the analysis, calls into question the applicant's conclusion that the

MFFF plant design is likely to be in compliance with the performance requirements of 10

CFR §70.61. This can only be remedied if the applicant provides a comprehensive and

quantitative safety assessment, with a full uncertainty analysis, at the design stage.

Otherwise, the public can have no confidence that the plant will be safe if built as

designed.

19 W. Bergman et al., "Criteria for Calculating the Efficiency of Deep-Pleated HEPA
Filters With Aluminum Separators During and After Design-Basis Accidents," 23rd
DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning and Treatment Conference, Buffalo, NY, July 1994.
20 This assumes that the MFFF "controlled area boundary" is coincident with the
"restricted area boundary" (see Contention 5).
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENTIONS

Contention 7: ER Inadequate to Address the Environmental Impacts of Using

MOX Fuel in the Catawba and McGuire Reactors

The ER is deficient because it does not provide an adequate analysis of the impacts of

irradiating MOX fuel in the Catawba and McGuire reactors.

Basis: As discussed in Chapter 1 of the ER, the Department of Energy and DCS have

designated four reactors to irradiate MOX fuel, McGuire 1 & 2 and Catawba 1 & 2. In

Section 5.6.4, the ER addresses the environmental impacts of using MOX fuel in these

four reactors by cross-referencing the DOE's Surplus Plutonium Disposition Final EIS

(SPD FEIS).

All four of the Duke reactors have ice condenser containments. Although the

SPD FEIS provides an analysis of the environmental impacts of burning MOX fuel in ice

condenser containments (See Section 4.28), this discussion is inadequate because it does

not take into account significant new information showing that the likelihood and

consequences of an accident at a reactor that bums MOX fuel are substantially greater

than previously believed. These impacts must be addressed in the Environmental

Report, unless the DOE supplements the SPD FEIS pursuant to 40 CFR § 1502.9(c) and

10 CFR § 1021.314. (supplemental EIS required where there is "significant new ...

information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its

impacts"). The new information has been provided since January 4, 2000, when the SPD

FEIS Record of Decision ("ROD") was issued.

The significant new information in question is contained in a technical report

prepared by Sandia National Laboratories for the NRC that was issued in April 2000,

Assessment of the DCH [Direct Containment Heating] Issuefor Plants with Ice
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Condenser Containments (NUREG/CR-6427).2 1 NUREG/CR-6427 evaluates the

vulnerability of U.S. nuclear plants with ice condenser containments to early containment

failure in the event of a severe accident, where early containment failure is defined as that

occurring within a few hours of initiation of core melt, and before effective evacuation of

the public can take place. The study shows that "ice condenser plants are substantially

more sensitive to early containment failure than PWRs [pressurized-water reactors] with

large dry or subatmospheric containments" (Executive Summary, p. xix).2 As

NUREG/CR-6427 concludes, "ice condenser plants are at least two orders of magnitude

more vulnerable to early containment failure than other U.S. PWRs." Id. at 110a This is

because ice condenser containment structures have, on average, only one-half the

ultimate failure pressure and containment volume of other PWR containments, and

cannot withstand credible hydrogen combustion events. Id. at 102.

Sandia's new findings are of particular concern in view of the potential use of

MOX fuel in Duke's ice condenser plants. The public health consequences of a severe

reactor accident with containment failure and core dispersal will be significantly

increased if MOX fuel is used, because of the greater concentrations of plutonium and

21 M. Pilch, K. Bergeron and J. Gregory, Assessment of the DCHIssue for Plants with
Ice Condenser Containments, NUREG/CR-6427, SAND99-2553 (Albuquerque, NM:
Sandia National Laboratories, April 2000). A copy of relevant pages is attached as
Exhibit 7.
X We note that in the ROD for the SPD FEIS DOE states that "NRC has not considered
it necessary to restrict operation of ... reactors in the United States that use ice condenser
containments." The ROD also states that safety issues associated with MOX use in ice

condenser plants "will continue to be evaluated," referring to comprehensive safety
reviews to be performed by NRC. NUREG/CR-6427 is an example of such a
comprehensive safety review, and its findings have a direct bearing on the environmental
impact of DOE's plutonium disposition program.
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other actinides in MOX cores compared to LEU cores.23 This is exactly the type of

accident to which Catawba and McGuire are particularly susceptible.

The risk of early containment failure is highest in the event of an accident

occurring during a station blackout, since in that case the AC-powered hydrogen control

system (glow plug igniters) would be disabled. In particular, the NRC report finds, in the

event of an accident with station blackout, core melt and breach of the reactor vessel at

high pressure, that the probability of early containment failure is 100% for Catawba and

98% for McGuire. Early containment failure is therefore a virtual certainty if this

accident scenario were to occur at one of Duke's ice condenser units.

The total containment failure probability remains high even when all accidents are

considered, including those in which AC power to the hydrogen control systems is

maintained. Overall, the NRC report calculated that McGuire has a probability of early

containment failure given core damage of 13.9%, exceeding NRC's screening criterion of

10%.24 Based on these findings, NRC staff has recommended that new regulatory

requirements for ice condenser plants be considered.25

NRC's new analysis of ice condenser containment failure also illustrates the

weaknesses of the analyses carried out by Duke for the McGuire and Catawba Individual

Plant Examinations (IPEs). These IPEs are relevant to the environmental analysis

because DOE relied heavily on Duke's questionable IPE accident probability data in its

23 Edwin S. Lyman, "Public Health Risks of Substituting Mixed-Oxide for Uranium Fuel
in Light-Water Reactors," to appear in the journal Science and Global Security, October
19, 1998. A copy of the Executive Summary is attached as Exhibit 8.
24 It should be noted that this result applies to core damage caused by internal events
only. External events, such as earthquakes, floods and tornadoes, are associated with a
substantially higher probability of station blackout than internal events. Therefore, if
external events are also considered, the fraction of core damage events culminating in
early containment failure will be significantly higher than this value.
25 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Status Report on Study of Risk-Informed
Changes to the Technical Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 (Option 3) and
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reactor accident analysis in the SPD Final EIS. (See SPD EIS, p. K-62). In particular,

NRC's estimate of the McGuire early containment failure probability is seven times

greater than Duke's own estimate of 2% (NUREG/CR-6427, p. xviii).

The findings contained in NUREG/CR-6427 clearly constitute "significant new

information relevant to environmental concerns," requiring additional environmental

analysis beyond what has been done in the SPD EIS. The ER is inadequate because it

does not address this new information.

Contention 8. Impacts Minimized Through Incorrect Designation of Controlled

Area.

As discussed above in Contention 5, DCS incorrectly designates the entire Savannah

River Site as the controlled area of the MOX Facility. The proposed controlled area does

not satisfy the NRC's requirement that a controlled area "means an area, outside of a

restricted area but inside the site boundary, access to which can be limited by the licensee

for any reason," because DCS does not have control over the entire Savannah River Site.

As a result of this improper controlled area designation, DOE improperly characterizes

members of the public as MOX Facility workers for purposes of calculating radiological

doses to the public during normal operations and accidents. Therefore, the

Environmental Report incorrectly minimizes the environmental impacts of the MOX

Facility on the public, by defining the public in an overly narrow way.

Basis: The basis for Contention 5 is adopted and incorporated by reference herein.

Recommendations on Risk-Informed Changes to 10 CFR 50.44 (Combustible Gas
Control), SECY-00-0198, September 14, 2000.
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Contention 9. Inadequate Cost Comparison

The Environmental Report does not provide any discussion of the costs of the proposed

MOX Facility, or make a comparison to the costs of other alternatives.

Basis: 10 C.F.R. § 51.45(c) requires that an Environmental Report must include

"consideration of the economic, technical, and other benefits and costs of the proposed

action and of alternatives." In violation of this requirement, the Environmental Report

offers no discussion of the economic costs and benefits of the proposed MOX Facility, or

a comparison of the economic costs of other alternatives. The omitted costs include the

costs of the MOX Facility itself, including costs of construction, normal operation, and

accidents; the costs associated with secondary impacts, such as normal operation and

accidents during transportation of feed material and finished fuel and the burning of the

fuel in reactors. They include the economic costs of impacts to human health, and the

economic costs of loss of habitable land through contamination.

To the extent that DCS may intend to rely on the Department of Energy's Surplus

Plutonium Disposition EIS, the information provided in that report has been superseded

by recent information from the DOE. ' The estimated cost of disposition of plutonium as

fuel (mixed oxide, or MOX) in commercial nuclear reactors has risen about 50% since

1999 to about $3 billion, while disposition via immobilization of plutonium in high-level

nuclear waste has stayed flat since 1999 at about $1.5 billion. Id. at 3.1. This significant

new information should be accounted for in the ER.

Contention 10. Inadequate Discussion of Transportation Impacts.

The transportation of plutonium pits and plutonium oxides to Savannah River Site

threatens life and health along every transportation corridor, including the State of
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Georgia which provides the most likely entranceway to South Carolina from the western

states from which the plutonium shipments are expected to originate. Inadequate analysis

of environmental impacts resulting from transportation has been performed in the 1999

Special Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement of the U.S. Department

of Energy. This inadequacy has not been remedied by Duke Cogema Stone & Websters's

Environmental Report at Section 1.2.6 which declares it "[r]elies on SPD EIS (DOE

1999)."

NEPA requires that all foreseeable impacts be analyzed. This licensing process

should not be allowed to proceed until this substantial defect is cured.

Basis: GANE shares concerns expressed by the Georgia Department of Natural

Resources in its comments to DOE submitted by James L. Setser, Chief, Program

Coordination Branch of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources on September 21,

1998. The full text of the State of Georgia's comments may be found in the DOE's SPD

EIS Volume Iml - Part A, pp. 148-176. The State of Georgia's comments with respect to

emergency planning and safeguarding transportation shipments of plutonium remain

unaddressed by either DOE or DCS in its Environmental Report.

Excerpts from the State of Georgia's comments meaningful to GANE's contention

that transportation concerns have not been adequately addressed follow:

Transportation

The DEIS discusses in detail the analysis of both incident-free transportation and

the effects of transportation accidents. The discussion below deals specifically

with transportation of either plutonium metal or plutonium oxide to SRS under

Alternatives 3 and 5, but also applies to transportation of "pit parts" and high-

enriched uranium (HEU) components from Savannah River Site (SRS) to other

26 National Nuclear Security Administration, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, Report to Congress on
the Life-Cycle Costs of the U.S. and Russian Fissile Materials Disposition Programs," Distribution Draft,
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DOE facilities. It is assumed, based on information presented in the DEIS, that all

shipments of plutonium or high-enriched uranium, including new Mixed Oxide

(MOX) fuel shipments will be made using a Safe Secure Trailer (SST), operated

by the Transportation and Safeguards Division (TSD) in DOE's Albuquerque

office.

The State of Georgia further commented:

In July 1998, the DOE Deputy Assistant Secretary of Oversight issued a report

titled "Independent Oversight Evaluation of Emergency Management Programs

Across the DOE Complex." Included in this report is a critique of the TSD

emergency management program. The Office of Oversight noted several "issues"

related to TSD, including:

1) In September 1996, TSD management mandated the removal of

radiation monitoring instruments from all convoy shipments ... [s]ome

Emergency Action Levels (EALs) require radiation readings.

2) On November 1996, a TSD Safe Secure Trailer transporting

nuclear weapons slid off a road and rolled over near Valentine, Nebraska.

According to a Department of Defense Nuclear Command and Control

System Support Staff report, almost four hours elapsed before DOE

Headquarters was notified, and it was almost 20 hours before a

Radiological Assistance Program (RAP) team determined that there had

been no radiological release. The report recommended equipping convoys

with radiological instruments to provide timely warning of potential

personnel hazards. [GANE notes that this notorious incident happened

during a blizzard.]

March 30,2001.
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3) There is a discrepancy between an Emergency Action Level

(EAL) in the TSD Hazards Assessment and the emergency management

plan. One specifies an alert, while the other specifies a general emergency

for the same conditions.

4) The document provided to Convoy Commanders to provide

initial protective action recommendations for the public include decision

paths that cannot be completed due to lack of observable criteria (requires

information not directly observable or measurable).

5) The TSD hazards assessment (May 4, 1994) does not provide an

adequate technical basis for ground transportation emergency planning,

preparedness and response. No radiological assumptions, models,

methodologies or evaluations for TSD convoy event hazards are

documented or referenced in the TSD Hazards assessment.

6) The emergency response organizations, procedures and training

for TSD and its contractor, Ross Aviation, do not adequately support

accurate and prompt categorization and classification of operational

emergencies during transport of nuclear materials or devices.

The DEIS discusses "24-hour-a-day real-time communications to monitor the

location and status of all SST shipments via DOE's Security Communications

system." For several years, state radiological emergency response organizations,

including Georgia's have had access to the TRANSCOM real-time shipment

tracking system. Particularly within the past year, the TRANSCOM system has

proven to be unreliable in tracking of domenstic and foreign research reactor fuel

shipments and Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) dry-run shipments. It is our

understanding that the Transportation and Safeguards Division (TSD) shipments
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use the same basic tracking software system, but states will not have access to the

tracking information; nor will they have access to advance shipment information

which normally precedes highway route control quantity (HRCQ) shipments of

radioactive materials.

DOE responded that it follows "a path of continuous improvement in its transportation

and emergency management programs" but then erroneously claims that the State of

Georgia's comments are beyond the scope of its SPD EIS. DOE claimed to be working

closely with State and tribal representatives to upgrade the TRANSCOM system but that

SST/SGTs do not involve the use of TRANSCOM but has another system "to liaison

with State transportation and safety organizations on SST/SGT shipments."

Georgia's dissatisfaction with DOE's responses were documented by internal

memorandum dated September 1999:

In dismissing Georgia's comments regarding transportation accidents, DOE's

argument appears to be that since they have not experienced any serious accidents

involving safeguarded shipments, that such accidents will not occur, and that

Georgia should not be concerned about the consequences, both to emergency

response personnel (who most likely will not have at their disposal the specialized

equipment required to monitor for weapons-grade plutonium -- nor will the

convoy crew) and the general public.

Comments regarding emergency preparedness capabilities during transport of

radioactive materials ARE within the scope of the EIS, since transportation is

essential to the overall success of the program. This is particularly true since the

EIS itself, in Appendix L, page L-6, mentions that one of the key characteristics
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of the SST/SGT system includes 'Established operational and emergency plans

and procedures governing the shipment of nuclear materials.' Apparently DOE

feels that it can choose which environmental impacts it wishes to include in the

EIS.

[The system to liaison with State transportation and safety organizations on

SST/SGT shipments] historically has not included state radiological emergency

response personnel, despite repeated requests. DOE has been reluctant to discuss

hazards associated with such shipments, even in the most generic terms.

In further comments (pp. 159-161) the State of Georgia has expressed:

The text of the DEIS describes the postulated accident scenarios as "the maximum

forseeable offsite transportation accident", while Appendix L describes them as

"the most severe accident conditions". We agree with DOE that Accident Severity

Category VIII accidents would be considered "worst case" but assuming that such

an accident can occur only in a rural setting does not appear to be conservative.

For example, we note that "rural" mileage accounts for approximately 78% of the

route between Pantex and SRS, while "suburban" mileage accounts for nearly

20% of the route. In the Atlanta metropolitan area, suburban speed limits outside

1-285 are generally 65 miles per hour (mph); rural speed limits are 70 mph.

Higher traffic volumes within the "suburban" area, and nearly equivalent speeds

as in the "rural" area would seem to increase the relative probability of severe

vehicle accidents in the "suburban" areas, and such accidents would potentially

have far greater consequences than those presented in the DEIS.

The discussion of vehicle accidents specifically addresses the potential for

a release of plutonium from the transport vehicle, with subsequent inhalation of
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plutonium by persons nearby. The DEIS however, states on page L-30, that

"postaccident mitigative actions are not considered for dispersal accidents. For

severe accidents involving the release and dispersal of radioactive materials into

the environment, no postaccident mitigative actions, such as interdiction of crops

or evacuation of the nearby vicinity, have been considered in this risk

assessment."

The DEIS does not present sufficient information related to recovery. In

Appendix K, which in general discusses the effects of facility incidents, the DEIS

states "the longer-term effects of plutonium deposited on the ground and surface

waters after the accident, including the resuspension and inhalation of plutonium

and the ingestion of contaminated crops, were not modeled for the SPD (Surplus

Plutonium Disposition) EIS. These pathways have been studied and been found

not to contribute as significantly to dosage as inhalation, and they are controllable

through interdiction". In previous correspondence with DOE in other programs,

we have also met with some resistance to discussing the effects of deposited

radioactive materials, as these effects were seen as being more "environmental"

than "emergency response".

In order to plan for, equip themselves to deal with, and train their response

personnel for dealing with a transportation incident involving plutonium, state and

local officials need information regarding both immediate protective measures,

and also information related to post-emergency issues such as resuspension and

relocation of deposited radioactive materials. For example, regarding vehicular

disturbances, Sehmel (1975) has examined the importance of auto and truck

traffic in the increasing of resuspension. It was concluded that such disturbance,

in the case of an asphalt surface with newly deposited material, will lead to

increased resuspension, with a fraction resuspended of the order of 10-5 to 10f2 per
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vehicle passage. The higher rates occurred at speeds typical of freeway driving.

After passage of about 100 cars only a small fraction of the original

contamination remained on the road surface. Unless emergency officials promptly

close the accident scene to vehicle traffic (an unlikely situation), emergency

responders may face an incident scene that is, unknown to them, extremely

hazardous due to respirable plutonium. Post-emergency actions may also be

complicated due to the enhanced spread of contamination by vehicle traffic. It is

worthy of note here that the DEIS presents no information regarding potential

radiation doses to response personnel.

Public acceptance of transportation of plutonium (Pu) in the U.S. is not a

given. The true risk posed by transportation of plutonium may indeed be very

small, but it is not zero, and public perception regarding these risks, and public

acceptance of them, is critical to the success of this program. The existence of

knowledgeable emergency response personnel at the state and local level, armed

with both the training and equipment which would be required to respond to a

transportation incident involving plutonium is a critical component in obtaining

this public acceptance.

The State of Georgia argued that:

DOE dismisses our comments regarding the consequences of plutonium

deposition by claiming (a) that the consequences of plutonium inhalation are

greater, and therefore bounding, and (b) that these consequences are

predominantly economic. The long-term consequences of deposited radioactive

materials, however, particularly plutonium, can result in significant public

protective measures (condemnation of crops, interdiction, etc.) for significant land

areas for an extended period of time, whereas the effects of plutonium inhalation
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are limited both in scope and duration. In addition, the EIS includes estimates of

other economic impacts (such as the impacts of facility construction,

transportation networks, etc.), so it is unclear how merely saying that an impact is

"economic" automatically excludes such impacts from consideration in the EIS.

In previous correspondence with DOE emergency preparedness personnel, DOE

insisted that the effects of deposited radioactive materials were "environmental"

effects instead of effects that should be considered in the development of planning

basis documents for emergency preparedness. DOE can't have it both ways.

These effects must be considered in at least one (and preferably both) contexts.

Further in the September 1999 Memorandum the State of Georgia responds to arguments

from DOE (p. 159 of SPD EIS Vol. III - Appendix A) that accidents are less likely to

occur in urban and suburban zones than rural zones with this observation:

We contend that even a cursory review of accident statistics comparing accidents

in the metropolitan Atlanta area to those in the rest of Georgia would not result in

the reviewer reaching this conclusion. Increased traffic volume (particularly on I-

285) and high speeds (approaching or even exceeding the "rural" speed limit)

make accidents more numerous (and potentially more serious) on suburban and

urban interstates that on rural interstates. We are aware of two (2) accidents in the

metropolitan Atlanta area within the past several years in which accident forces

(impact, crushing, fire) appear to have approached or even exceeded those for

Class VIII accidents.

To underscore the concerns of the State of Georgia regarding support it can expect to

receive in emergency response, a recent report by the Transportation Safeguards Division

published a followup review the DOE Office of Oversight conducted in 1999, and the
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results of that review, as documented in the references below, contained the following

findings:

1. The AL and TSD assessment and corrective action management programs have not

been sufficient to identify emergency management program and performance weaknesses

and to correct previously identified deficiencies.

2. TSD has not fully analyzed the hazards associated with TSD activities to permit

decision-makers to respond effectively to all potential hazardous material emergencies.

TSD lacks mechanisms to accurately categorize or classify an emergency and to

formulate protective actions regardless of the incident location or source of the release.

3. TSD emergency responders did not demonstrate the ability to determine and

communicate protective action recommendations in a timely manner and did not

demonstrate adequate understanding of their relevance to public protection.

4. TSD has not established formal processes to ensure that offsite authorities and

emergency responders are promptly and accurately notified of essential emergency

information in accordance with DOE Order 151.1.

The Office of Oversight assessed TSD's Notification and Formulation of

Protection Actions as "Unsatisfactory", meaning "the emergency management program

being evaluated does not provide adequate assurance that site workers and the public can

be protected following an emergency event or condition."

The Office of Oversight has not published any subsequent additional information

regarding the status of the TSD Emergency Management Program.

Unlike other large radioactive materials shipments, agencies responsible for

emergency preparedness and response will not have prior knowledge as to the route(s)

and timing of these shipments, thus, TSD's ability to 1) assess the severity of an

emergency, 2) develop protective measures, and 3) notify appropriate state / local
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authorities is of utmost importance. ("Emergency Management Program Follow-Up

Review at the Albuquerque Operations Office Transportation Safeguards Division,

December 1999, Prepared by Office of Oversight, Office of Environment, Safety and

Health, U.S. Department of Energy)

These are serious issues raised by the State of Georgia and submitted to the public

record which remain unaddressed. GANE appreciates the thorough and conscientious

work of Georgia's Environmental Radiation Division and contends these efforts to

protect public health and safety must be incorporated into the licensing process and the

EIS under NEPA.

Contention 11. ER Fails to Address the Waste Stream from Aqueous Polishing.

ER understates the impacts of the waste stream from aqueous polishing to remove

gallium, doesn't acknowledge problems with the same process in Europe, adds to burden

of radioactive waste at SRS without designing a plan for managing the waste as required

under NEPA.

Basis: DCS proposes to use "aqueous polishing" to remove gallium, americium and

uranium from the weapons-grade plutonium oxide and acknowledges that the greatest

volume and radioactivity of waste in the plutonium fuel fabrication process will result

from this process. Besides the hazardous waste solvents laced with americium-241 and

other alpha producing radionuclides, solid scrap plutonium is produced as a by-product of

MOX pellet production which is then reprocessed for use in the overall process (ER 3.2,

p.3-7). DCS attests to basing these processes on similar processes used at the COGEMA

MELOX Plant and La Hague Plutonium Finishing Facilities in France (id.). This cannot

be verified independently as all the data relevant to design, performance, waste volume

and management, and environmental and worker safety for COGEMA's French

operations are secret and unavailable to the public.
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Conditions of La Hague operations are becoming known because contamination

from the La Hague plant in the North Atlantic has been monitored and studied by

Greenpeace and WISE-Paris. The record of COGEMA and data concerning MELOX and

La Hague must be made available to members of the public in the United States. Indeed

for this process to go forward with these records and other data unavailable to the

intervenors fails to comply with both NEPA and NRC's Part 70 regulations since they

cite experience gained there and processes used there as bases for the plutonium fuel

factory at SRS.

When the plutonium disposition path was first proposed and embraced by SRS,

DOE had put forth in its 1999 SPD EIS that a dry process called ARIES would be

utilized to purify the plutonium pit feed material of gallium and other contaminants

which degrade fuel cladding and undermine the fission process. Subsequently in DCS'

ER it was identified that the aqueous process would be necessary which will produce

over 81,000 gallons of mixed waste contaminated with alpha producing americium-241

in the order of nearly 80,000 curies (see calculations converting kg. to curies from State

of Georgia below) per year (ER, Table 3-3, p. 3-5 1). Projected waste figures have risen

rapidly from 0 to over 80,000 gallons in the last year. No plan has been proposed by DCS

or NRC to accommodate this large amount of waste.

While not technically high-level waste, discussions center around utilizing DOE's

high-level waste tanks in the F-Area Tank Farm. This is a horrific burden to Georgians

and South Carolinians who have lived for 50 years with an inventory of 35,000,000

gallons of high-level liquid waste sitting in ever-aging tanks above the largest freshwater

aquifer recharge area in North America. The proposed waste stream from aqueous

polishing of plutonium oxides stands in stark contrast to the DOE's so-called tank-closure

program which purports to be emptying and closing 24 of the tanks which violate EPA

standards by 2022 and the other 27 tanks by 2030 (High-Level Waste Storage Tank
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Closure, DOE/EIS-0303D, November 2000). The waste issue accompanying MOX

manufacture is an egregious breach of trust between DOE and the population of South

Carolina and Georgia. Even if the citizens of the area were willing to embrace having the

tanks continuously filled with solvents contaminated with the largest inventory of

radionuclides in the nation in contradiction to standing agreement to move towards tank

closure, the fact remains that less than 1,000,000 gallons of space is available with no

relief in sight given the recent failure of the program which prepares the liquid waste for

solidification in the Defense Waste Processing Facility and leaks in the tanks #5 and #6

which have reduced the amount of space available in those tanks and caused waste to be

moved to empty tanks scheduled for closure. The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety

Board maintains a website with weekly updates on the state of the tanks at SRS which

may be viewed at www.dnfsb.org.

The changing climate, the left hand not knowing what the right hand is doing, and

the moving target figures are yet more examples of the problems that are obvious even to

lay members of the public with attempting to license an activity which has not yet been

defined.

In recent comments to the NRC's EIS scoping for this license review the State of

Georgia submitted this comment on the waste problem:

As one small example of our "infrastructure" concerns, the applicant's Environmental

Report contains the following statement, on page 3-15:

"Liquid high alpha activity waste (i.e., americium-241) will be transferred

through a dedicated pipeline to the SRS F-Area Outside Facility. At the F-

Area Outside Facility, the pH and the waste chemistry of the waste will be

adjusted to conform to the WAC requirements for the F-Area Tank Farm.

The F-Area Outside Facility is being upgraded through the addition of

new tankage to be used for pretreatment of MOX process streams. The
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liquid high alpha activity waste will be transferred to the F-Area Tank

Farm and managed by SRS accordingly."

We note on page 3-51 that a portion of this high alpha waste stream, the "liquid

americium stream", may contain up to 24.5 kg per year of Am-241. We first find

it strange that the applicant, which obviously has a great deal of experience in

dealing with radioactive materials, would choose to cite a quantity of radioactive

materials using units of mass (kilograms) instead of activity (Curies or

Bequerels), especially when the waste stream is so well characterized, and since

another waste stream on the same page, the "acid recovery condensate", is

characterized as having an activity of 108 Bq/yr. For the record, it appears that the

"liquid americium stream" may involve the transfer of 79,000 Ci/yr (2.9 x 10'5

Bq/yr) of Am-241 to the SRS F-Area Tank Farm. Over the life of the MFFF, it

appears that more than 1,000,000 Ci (3.7 x 1016 Bq) may be added to the

inventory of the F-Area Tank Farm. We are certain that NRC will agree that this

matter deserves a more rigorous treatment in the EIS than the applicant provided

in the above statement in the Environmental Report.

The waste problem is another example of DCS and NRC's "Ready-Shoot-Aim" approach

to licensing the MOX fuel factory and must be stopped before more resources are wasted

on licensing and definitely before ground is broken for this losing proposition or, God

forbid, a cobbled-together plutonium factory is allowed to operate and threaten the lives

and natural resources of the Southeastern United States.
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Contention #12. SPD EIS and ER are deficient in their failure to analyze malevolent

acts of terrorism and insider sabotage.

GANE contends that a license must not be given for construction and subsequently for

operation of a plutonium fuel factory at the Savannah River Site which is situated on the

border of Georgia on the Savannah River because it is vulnerable to malevolent acts such

as terrorism and insider sabotage which could create an unacceptable beyond design basis

accident. DOE did not analyze terrorism or insider sabotage in its Special Plutonium

Disposition Environmental Impact Statement published in 1999. Neither did DCS in its

2000 Environmental Report which, while dismissing out-of-hand as inconsequential

many credible scenarios, did not even acknowledge the real possibility of terrorism and

insider sabotage (see Section 5.5 of the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrical Facility

Environmental Report). This deficiency may be terminal to this licensing effort. In any

event, malevolent acts must be analyzed as a foreseeable environmental impact under

NEPA. Lack of analysis of the malevolent acts scenario leads to failure to design

safeguards and failure to plan for emergency response and mitigation measures.

Basis: GANE agrees with the comments submitted by the State of Georgia Department

of Natural Resources which raise the specter of malevolent acts and submits them here as

substantive to our contention. The following text can be found as submitted on September

21, 1998 by James L. Setser, Chief, Program Coordination Branch of Georgia

Department of Natural Resources in DOE's SPD EIS, Comment Response Document,

Volume HI - Part B at page 162:

Malevolent Acts

Several of the facility incidents discussed in Appendix K of the DEIS, particularly

those events for which the initiating event is an "operator error," could also be

intentionally initiated by an operator with malicious intent (an informed insider).

It is unclear that the analyses presented in this DEIS consider malicious intent as
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an incident initiator. A knowledgeable operator with malicious intent could

disable or bypass systems which normally would be used to detect or mitigate an

incident.

The transportation section of the DEIS, Appendix L, dismisses the

possibility of malevolent acts with these words ... "[i]n no instance, even in

severe cases such as discussed below, could a nuclear explosion or permanent

contamination of the environment leading to condemnation of land occur.

[s]uch attacks would be unlikely to occur ... [o]ther materials, including uranium

hexafluoride, uranium oxide, TRU waste and LLW, are commonly shipped, and

do not represent particularly attractive targets for sabotage or terrorist attacks".

We disagree with the conclusions drawn in this section of the EIS, and

request that DOE perform calculations of the consequences of incidents initiated

by malevolent acts, including transportation incidents. Results of these analyses

should be classified as appropriate, as recommended by DOE Order 151.1, and

incorporated into both this EIS and the Emergency Preparedness Hazard

Assessment (EPHA) documents for both TSD and the plutonium facilities.

In its response to the State of Georgia, DOE responded that "[s]abotage scenarios

are considered conjecture and not reasonably foreseeable." DOE goes on to say that

"[t]he possibility of sabotage would be controlled through safeguards and security

provisions including security requirements associated with facility workers." DOE's

response concludes that "plutonium disposition facilities would be designed and operated

in accordance with DOE Orders 470.1, Safeguards and Security Program and 151.1,

Comprehensive Emergency Management System. The MOX facility ... would be subject

to similar NRC requirements."

It is important to note here, that the CAR is deficient in regards to submitting

information regarding the design of its safeguards and security program which weighs in
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at a mere two pages (Sec. 13). DCS states that it plans to submit the safeguards and

security program at a later date, which as shown in the accompanying GANE Motion to

Dismiss, is illegal both under NEPA and the NRC's own Part 70 requirements for

licensing.

The State of Georgia states in its internal memo Critique on DOE Comment

Response, Surplus Plutonium Disposition Final Environmental Impact Statement,

DOE/EIS-0283, September 1999, that it remains unconvinced by DOE's attestment that

malevolent acts are not a credible scenario for serious accidents:

DOE is particularly insensitive to our concerns regarding malevolent acts

including "insider sabotage," dismissing them as "conjecture." By dismissing

these concerns, DOE can limit the consequences of spills, transfer errors and

similar process upsets by assuming, for the sake of analysis, that all such events

can be detected and mitigated within 10 minutes. Despite DOE's claim that this

10-minute duration does not result in truncation of source term (and reduction in

the estimate of onsite and offsite consequences), such truncation does occur for

process-related events such as the ones mentioned above.

DOE elaborates in Appendix L (pages L-25 & 26) with the following statement:

"This section provides an evaluation of impacts that could potentially result from

a malicious act on a shipment of hazardous or radioactive material during

transportation. In no instance, even in severe cases such as those discussed below,

could a nuclear explosion or permanent contamination of the environment leading

to condemnation of land occur. Because of the Transportation Safeguards System

described in Appendix L.3.2, DOE considers sabotage or terrorist attack on an

SST/SGT to be unlikely enough such that no further risk analysis is required."
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We are appalled at DOE's arrogance in this matter. DOE's own policies

require the use of the Design Basis Threat (DBT) to determine event

consequences and security requirements. DBT includes consideration of an

insider as one potential threat vector. Particularly for facility scenarios, we

contend that a knowledgeable insider could defeat detection mechanisms.

GANE contends that for the malevolent acts scenario to go unaddressed could lead to dire

consequences for the population and natural environment of South Carolina and Georgia.

Terrorism scenarios abound in the nightly news. Assault weapons and rocket launchers

may be purchased by members of the civilian population not only on the black market but

at weapons trade shows. News stories abound of employees at nuclear facilities around

the world stealing special nuclear materials, to prove that they CAN or at least that's what

they say when caught. However, it is not for the well meaning environmentalists of

GANE to contemplate such evil, it is incumbent upon the NRC, DOE and DCS under

NEPA that they must put their minds to the problem of safeguarding the world against

the special problems posed by ultrahazardous materials such as plutonium. The

population and the environment must be protected from terrorism, insider sabotage and

theft of materials at every point in transporting and processing plutonium and uranium.

Contention 13. ER Lacks Probability Calculations.

The Environmental Report does not satisfy NEPA or the NRC's regulations because it

contains an inadequate assessment of the probability and consequences of accidents.

Basis: As discussed in Contention 6, the accident analysis provided in the CAR is

inadequate to satisfy NRC safety regulations. (Contention 6 is adopted and incorporated

herein by reference.)

In addition, the ER's evaluation of accidents during operation is inadequate

because it is not supported by a detailed license application describing how the facility
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will be operated. In the absence of such detailed information, the assessment of risk in

the ER is merely speculative.

Finally, in violation of 10 C.F.R. § 51.45(d), the ER does not quantify the

probability of accidents, nor does it explain why it is not "practicable" to quantify them.

Probabilistic risks assessment is now commonly used and accepted by the NRC as a

method for assessing accident risks. The NRC Commissioners have issued a number of

decisions that address the issue of whether environmental impacts are worthy of

consideration by looking at quantitative estimates of their probability. See, e.g., Carolina

Power & Light Co. (Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP-01-09, 53 NRC

239, petition for review denied, CLI-01-1 1, 53 NRC 370 (2001). In Carolina Power &

Light, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ruled that the NRC Staff's probability of a

certain accident sequence, 10-7, was so low as to be "remote and speculative." Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLI-90-4, 31

NRC 333 (1990). In CLI-90-4, the Commission reversed a determination by the Appeal

Board that an accident with a probability of 10i is remote and speculative, and remanded

for development of more information on the plausibility or probability of the accident

scenario at issue. Id., 31 NRC at 335. The Commnission ordered that if the Appeal Board

found the probability of the entire accident sequence was 10' or more, it was to return the

case to the Commission; otherwise, it was to make its own decision as to whether the

probability was remote and speculative or not. Id. at 335-36. The Commission later

clarified that low probability is the "key to applying NEPA's rule of reason" test to

contentions alleging adverse environmental impacts from a specified accident scenario.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLI-

90-7, 32 NRC 129, 131 (1990). The Environmental Report ignores these precedents and

fails to provide quantitative estimates of accident probabilities. The requirement to

expressing probabilities in quantitative terms is not excused by the existence of a
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qualitative standard in 10 C.F.R. § 70.61. Although there is overlap between NEPA

requirements and Atomic Energy Act regulations, satisfaction of safety standards does

not automatically guarantee that NEPA standards have been satisfied. Limerick Ecology

Action v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719, 729-30 (3rd Cir. 1989). In this case, the NEPA requirement

is even codified in the Part 51 regulations.

The contentions listed here establish that Georgia residents' life and property are

threatened by manufacturing plutonium fuel at Savannah River Site.

These many serious safety issues weaken already shaky defenses of a messy,

expensive and risky process to make a dangerous, experimental fuel to load in decrepit,

vulnerable Southeastern reactors with the shallow goal to dispose of a mere 1 percent of

genuinely problematic plutonium.

GANE supports a cautious, open inquiry into plutonium immobilization at

Savannah River Site. The same wastes which were generated in the initial manufacture of

plutonium pose an ever-present danger to the Savannah River Basin and the prospect to

vitrify those wastes into a protective safeguard for weapons plutonium is appealing.

Immobilization processes, though risky, do not require several of the messiest steps with

the most obnoxious waste streams associated with MOX and will more effectively

provide a barrier to re-use of plutonium stocks, a goal which MOX is unable to achieve.

We appreciate the Commission's establishment of a full panel of judges to hear

GANE"s and the other intervenors compelling issues. We appreciate your most

thoughtful consideration of GANE's Motion to Dismiss Licensing Proceeding or, in the

Alternative, Hold It in Abeyance and believe you will find these contentions will
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contribute to your finding that it is illegal and improper to proceed with this licensing

review until a proper Hearing Record is achieved.

Respectfully submitted,

nn Carroll
GANE - Georgians Against Nuclear Energy

dated August/, 2001 in Decatur, Georgia

GANE - Georgians Against Nuclear Energy

P.O. Box 8574

Atlanta, GA 30306
404-378-9542
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August 13, 2001

UNITED TATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REG3ULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC WAEIlY AND LICENSINC BOARD

Before A Adunlnstrative Judges:
Tholmu S. Moor'e, Chainnan

Charles N. Kdber

In the Matter of)

DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTrER )Docket No. 0-70-03098-ML

(Savannah River Mixed oxide Fuel )AS.,LBP No..01-790-01l-ML
Fabrication Facility))

DECLARATION OF DR. ED0WIN S. LYMAN
IN SUPPORT OIF GANE'S CONTETIMONS

Under penalty of peJury, Edwin S. L :manl declares as follows:

1. My name is Edwin S. Lyman. I am scientific director of the Nueclar Control Institute
("NCIr), is a non-proliferation rcsear,;hb and advocacy organization located in
Washington, D.C.

2. 1 amn a qualified. expert on nudles safety and safeguards issues. I bold a PhD, a
master of science and a bachelor's degree in physics. For over nine years, I have
conducted research on security and! environinental issues associated with the management
of nuclear materiasand the operatioi ~of nuclear-power plants. I have published articles
in journals and magazines, including The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist and Science and
Global Secur*y A copy of my resurate, including a partial list of publications and invited
speeches, is attached.

3. I am fauiliar with the licensing-rc lated filing and correspondence that have been
submitted by Duke, Cogenia Stone & Webster ("DCSj in this proceeding, including the
Construction Authorization Report, tiie Quality Assurance Plani, and the Environmaental
Report. I amn also familiar with regulatfions and guidance of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commiission ("NRC') and the U.S. llwartmert of Energy ("DOE") governing plutonium
processing facilities. In addition, I an I familiar with the requirements of the, National
Environmental Policy Act.I
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Sent By: NUCLEAR CONTROL INSTITUTE; 202 452 0892; Aug-13-01 10:58PM; Page' 1/16 -

4. On behalf of (JANE, I have reviewed the iensirig documnts for the proposed MOX
Facility, and assisted CANE with the preparation of ,;o ntentions regarding deficiencies in
those llcensing documewts.

5. I assisted in the preparation of GANE's contentious regarding Satuards, Physical
Security, the Environmental nmats of Using MOX Fuel in the Catawba and McGuire
Rectotrs% and the Accident Analysis Under 70.61. The tuwal assertions in these
contentions ar true and correct to the best of my kn: wledge and belieZ and the opinions
x a1thereinwe basd on my best professional judgment.

Edwi S. Dym

August 13, 2001
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2001.
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Wells, CA, July 18, 2001.
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Tribune, November 2, 1995.

E. Lyman, "Prospects and Unsolved Issues for Plutonium Immobilization," invited talk,
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E. Lyman, "The Sea Transport of High-Level Radioactive Waste: Environmental and
Health Concerns," invited talk, Channel Islands International Conference on Nuclear Waste, St.
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E. Lyman, "Safety Issues in the Sea Shipment of Vitrified High-Level Radioactive Wastes
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E. Lyman, "Interim Storage Matrices for Excess Plutonium: Approaching the Spent Fuel
Standard' Without the Use of Reactors," PU/CEES Report No. 286, Center for Energy and
Environmental Studies, Princeton University, August 1994.
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UNITED) STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORi COMMTISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LK( ENSING BOARD

Before Administratiqe Judges:
Thomas S. Moore, C hafrma

Charles N. Keillber
Peter S. Lari i

In the Matter of)

DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER )Docket No. 0-70-03098-ML

(Savannah River Mixed Oxide Fuel )ASLBP~No. 01-790-01-ML
Fabrication Facility))

DECLARATION OF PETER BURKHOLDER
IN SUPPORT OF GANE'S'CONTENTIONS

Under penalty of perjury, Peter Burkholder declan! s as follows:

1. My name is Peter Burkholder. I am a private om isultant in the field of seismology,
and an a qualified expert on continental seismology f.

2. I hold aMaster's Degree in seismology from t.e University of Wisconsin in
Madison, Wisconsin. For over ten years, I have coinducted or supported seismological
research on the Baikal rift zone of Siberia, on the West Antarctic ice sheet, and on the
Kaapvaal craton of southern Africa. A copy of ml resume is attached.

3. I am fanidliar with the licensing-related filings and correspondence, and portions
thereof, that relate to seismological issues under re-iew in this proceeding. These
documents include Duke Cogema Stone & Webste '-s ("DCS's') Construction
Authorization Report and the Environmental Repoi 1 I am also familiar with regulations
and guidance of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRCW) which pertain to
seismological design.

4. On behalf of GANE, Ireviewed the relevant p':wrons of licensing documents for the
proposed MOX Facility, and assisted GJANE with -he preparation of contentions
regarding deficiencies in those licensing document;;.

5. I assisted in the, preparation of GANE's contention regarding Inadequate Seismic
Design. The factual assertions in these contention,, are true and correct to the best of my
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knowledge and belief, and the opinions expressed tkerein are based on my best
professional judgment.

Peter Burkholder

August 13, 2001
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Senior Computing Specialist, Interim Computing Services Manager

Seattle, Washington
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Geophysics Program, University of Washington Seattle, Washington
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Ran Spyder system for gathering global earthquake data and providing web data access
Evaluated station seismic response for quality control and site characteristics

Department of Geophysics, University of the Witwatersrand Johannesburg, South Africa
Systems Engineer April 1997-September 1998

Provided technical and scientific support to the Kaapvaal craton field seismology program
Installed and serviced 14-station seismic network across northern South Africa

Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Wisconsin-Madison Madison, Wisconsin
Research Associate June 1991 - December 1996

_Analyzed seismic data from field programs, prepared research reports and presentations

St Andrews Episcopal School Bethesda, Maryland

Physics Teacher August 1988-June 1990
jaught three tracks of high-school physics, introduced computer-based labs to curriculum
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Wisconsin-Madison, 1996.
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Execitive Summary

This document was prepared fbr the Office of Materials Disposition of the Department of
Energy (DOE). It is a follow-up documert to "Safeguards and Security Considerations for a Mixed
Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility." It reviews US requirements for safeguards and security as
applied to a mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication facility and the facility design implications of
these reirements. 'he intended users al potial biddes for the construction and operation of
the facilhty.

The document emphasizes the relev nt DOE Orders. D.ring the preparation of the document
there was indication that material control and accountability (MC&A) may fall under the Nuclear
Reguatory Commission (NRC) regulatoty process. Accordingly, wher the requirements are sig-
nificantly different, the NRC requirement% are higbligbtd

Although the Orders are reviewed fiir completeness, the areas that influence facility design
am emphasized. While many of the materlals accountim requirements do not directly contribute to
the building design, caref attention must be given to: Me measurent, monitoring, and data-
gathering requirements for the facility Tl ase aspects of a near-real-time accounting system can
play an inportatt role in planning proes Fng opemtons and floor-space requirements within the
process and storage areas. Throughout ths document the authors have tried to point out how a
requirement for safeguards and security night impact the design of the building and inernal opera-
dions features.

A modem plutonium-handling facil ty should incorporate as much automation, instnnnenta-
tion, and computing as possible to meet tCe needs of NRC, DOE, and the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEiA). All routine aspe :ts of moving and handling the materials should be auto-
mated, from receipt of the feed material to loading of the assembly transports. Data gathering for
MC&A should be automated as well, nuldng use of bar-code readers and connections of meas-
urement equipment particularly balances, to the computer system. Thus, careful consideration will
have to be given to the location of MC&1'L stations, measurement equipment etc., in the design of
the facility. In addition, many of the man taring and inventory operations are most effective when
automated and continuous. if these featnes of a modem safeguards and security system are not
designed into the facility, it may not be ptissible to meet DOE and NRC regulations or LJAA safe-
guards criteria without expensive and timconsumig facility shutdowns and increased personnel
radiation exposure. In some cases, retrofitting may be needed, but may not be possible.
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Irntroductlon

In Jy 1997 a docment was role.d SAaurds and Securhy Considerations for a Mixed
Oxide el Fbcttion Fahty,"tht prented itialtoughts on thepplicationof sefgds
and security for such a facility. This follw-;up do rovides a mor in-depth review o' safe-
guard and secunty equirements and their ipt n frilityd lgThe discussion is centered
around te Depltment of Ener (DOE) Order, DE 633 and OE 0 5632.1C and
manuals. ing the preparation of cdum t,hee was indication that material control and
accountaiity (MC&A) woud be regulatd by the Nuclar Regulaty Connission (NRC). There-
fre, wheore DOE and RC require nts differ signIficanty, the athos have hhi ti and
PXVided udanO o the impact of tibs diffe eto 1 faity de irnianta lY, Atomic
rmaU Agency ([ABA) safegards -is on facility deign are di

Choapts I am srcm u ky to e m in DOE 0 5633Z3B. Chapter IV is
devoted to tm security reum of 0I B 5632.1 C. NRC MC&A regulations, where they
differ fim DOE eqr n ts, are hili: in Chapter V. Finalr, IEA safeguards issues are

reviewed in Cp VI. An a o to use of novdesucive assay INDA) in matrials
accu g and vcaion mas u; for a MOX fuel facation ility is presented in

edix 1; a bibliogr is also provided for additional infomton. Backcgnmnd information
napplicatn ofMC&A andLBA saeuards for a moden MOX fuel fabrication fcility may be
und in the literature lstd In A dix A.

Al ny of te scity req ns . ave a direct bea on facility design, many of
the reqi s for MC& in bot die 10 and NRC regulatins are more administraiv in
natre. Both NRC and DOE MC&A equirements rcpu ttnsive documentation of safeguards
desig and prarcces at the facility This ii'tobmation is part of the basis for NRC licensing of the
fdicuet. Threco zs th t t a oh documenation and procedures are re red, but
focuses instead more upon tie xpements that bave an influence on facility design.
While a cursry inspection of the qwe t may lead one to believe that MC&A has little impact
on flit desig there ae many issues r:nrolvmg capalit and 1 and 4U

h ng a lation, and retention. can directly impt fl - t el
d movements of materials in in"ott systems, ud the need fr autati Both domes-
tic and international safeguards stmatgies t be conidered when desining the MOX fuel fabri-
catin facily If these capailities ae no designd io the fcility. it may not be possible to -
fit them into the facility and coqnly, to meet the requirments. Retrofitting safeguards into
the facility may be prhibitively expensive.
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Chapter I

Basic MC&A Requirements

FACILITY STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Facility and operation desimg shall take into account heats concerning tO theft or diversion

of uclaw materials and adioWgcal sabo g as specified i the Desig Basis Thro Policy fbr
the Department of Ey Pg d 'acltes ( as Issued e DOE Offbce of Secit
Affairs (NN-5O). Additonally, safegu a t d te o faciity will be designed to
mig e gncy conditios inin the possl o of contol of spec nuclear mate-
nal (SM).

At each main stage of the design pr:cess, a safeguard and security vulnerability assessment
(VA) shall be performed on the facilt desg to ddermne if e design meets the intnt ofthe
DOE Orders for pneventig and detecting theft or diveion of nuclear merials. This VA evaluates
te potential for uaahrzed accumlatice oa target quandity of phltonium fiom multiple loca-
tiongs tihghout the faili. To ue compliace with the Orde mclear materials c ot be
received, proceed, or stored at fiacilities untwil authoiz has been punted in accordance with
rqiements of DO1EO5634.lB, "Faciliy Approval, Secr.ity Surveys, and NuclearMaterials
Sureys."9

DOBE Offie of Safeguards and Saec rity personnel shal be briefed at approprate times
throughot the design process concernrni: te safeguards and security systems and design for the
MOX fiml fabrication processes and asso ;iated facilities. Uy ant with the US, the inter-
national Atmic Eney Agency (IAA) :nust have access to hose pois of the design desig-
nated t pcess and handle trials have been identified by the US to be placed uande TAEA
safma om d Umxoificatious to portions ofth design to facilitate their
npection or remote moniring activit,. See Chapter VT for mare information.

TRAINING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
DOE requires that all facility persmiAel perfomin MC&A activities be trained and qualified

to peform th dies at the MOX fuel fi bricatkm facility. In this zegard, facility space must be
dedicated and adequatelr eqT ed to per nit roune, reresentative traingn qualification, and
requalifloation of analytical I ratmy technicins and assay persomel, materials handles trans-
ferors, nuclear rvaials custodians, c tional and proess workers, security forces, data entry
personnel, appropriate management perm in , and MC&A operational personnel.

ACCOUNTABLE NUCLEAR MATeRIALII
All nuclear material in the MOX fim 1 fabricaion faility will be oontriled and accounted for

according to DOE 0 5633.3B and its aim clated manuls. Accounting for and controlling maclear
materials indicate tha special requiremen 1s must be included in the facility design hat specifi-
cally addressed in the DOE Orders and tkis document. Nuclear materials tisactions must be
reported to ie ficility acounting system and the Nuclear Materials Management Safeguards Sys-
tem (NMMSS) to maintain an up-t-date iruclear mateials inventory. The MOX fizel fabicaton
facility ac unting-systen network shall be capale f interfacing and fiunishing appropriate data
to the NMMSS national accounting syste in that trcks all nuclear mnaterials in the US. See Chapter
II formom information.

Nuclear materials that will be used in the fuel fbrication processes incu depleted and at-
ral ranium, low-enriched I 'A:, and plutonium (highly enriched in isotope 23"Pu). Al
of these axe accountable nuclw materiai. Depleted and natural uranium are considered"source
material and accoumtable at the kilograia q:antity level. Enriched uranium and plutoniu are
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UNITED STATES
*NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 13 1/67-

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

July 11, 2001

letarZ

Mr. Patrick Rhoads
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
National Nuclear Security Administration
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Rhoads

On February 28, 2001, Duke, Cogema, Stone and Webster (DCS) submitted to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) its construction authorization request for the mixed
oxide fuel fabrication facility (MOX FFF). DCS expects to submit an application for operations
next summer. To support our review of these and related safety documents, additional training
of our staff in plutonium processing environments, especially with weapons-grade plutonium,
would be beneficial. We believe the best and perhaps only place to acquire this type of training
is at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) contractor.

We are prepared to procure the training services directly from LANL; however, procuring these
services through NRC's administrative processes may not be timely. Since we both understand
the schedule requirements associated with the MOX FFF, we request that DOE arrange with
LANL to convene and conduct the training directly. We believe that authorizing LANL directly
will save as much as six months. We recognize that direct funding represents no additional
financial burden to DOE since the training costs would otherwise be costed indirectly to DOE
through your contract with DCS. In fact, some administrative costs may be obviated. DOE
would be free to send any of its staff or its contractors to the training along with the NRC staff.



P. Rhoads 2

If you have any questions on this request, please feel free to call Vanice Perin at 301-415-8143.

Sincerely,

Eric Leeds, hief
Special P jects Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety
and Safeguards

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

cc:
R. lhde, DCS
P. Hastings, DCS
J. Johnson, DOE
H. Potter, SC Dept. of HEC
J. Conway, DNFSB
E. Foster
G. Carroll, GANE
R. Thomas, Envir6nmentalists, Inc.
F. Motley, LANL
D.Moniak, BREDL
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Recurrence rates of large earthqquakes in the South Carolina
Coastal Plain based on paleoliquefaction dat;i

Pradeep Talwani
Department of Geological Sciences, University of South Carolina, Columbia, S:.uth Carolina

William T. Schaeffer
West Columbia, South Carolina

Abstract We present a reanalysis of results of 15 years of palioliquefaction
investigations in the South Carolina Coastal Plain. All earlier radiocarbon age data and
locations of organic material collected by various inv'estigators ':were revifwed and
recalibrated to obtain a uniform data set. The calibrated dates and the spatial extent of
the sandbiows laving similar dates were used to estimate ages. a.nd magnitudes of
prehistoric egrthiu4ke episodes. The results of ihis analysis iug Jest seven episodes
(episodes A-G) cof prehistoric liquefaction in the past 6000 yeai s and two possible
scenarios for their occurrence. In the first scenario, three seismi c sources exist Within the
Coastal Plain'of South Caiolina; at-Qharleston (A, B3, A, and c) with magnitudes M 7+,
Georgetown (C and F)5, gid.Bluffton (D) with magpitudes M -^6. In the second scenario,
episodes Cand D are 'combinedinto one episode, episode C'. In this scenario. all
earthquakes occurred at Charleston and with M 7 +. Episodes A and B seemn to be more
representative of the earthquake cycle and suggest a recurrence time of 500-600 years for
M 7 + earthquakes at Charleston. The recurrence times and m ignitudes for episodes C
andl D are estimated at >.2000 -years and -6.0, respectively.. Th- older episodes are less
frequent, a fact that may be attributable to times of low groiinc: water table. Before -6000
years B.P.j the ground water table was too low to permit obseri able liquefaction features
to develop at the surface.

j�I

'Sr

1. Introduction

Historical records, including over 2000 accounts, of felt
earthquakes in Snith Carnlina Pn hank Rs far as 1fi9R [&Rlinger
and V wVnathan, 1977; Vusvandthan, 1980]. To extend the his-
torical record further back in time, paleosbismological invegti-
gations, started'mqre than a decade ago, identified and dated
paleoliquefactionj fetuires preserved in the shallow Coastal
Plato sediments (Figure 1). Sand pxpulsion features Icnown as
sandblows, which result from seismically induced liquefaction,
are preserved ii the shallow sediments of the South Carolina
Coastal Plain ($CCP) and provide information that can be

,.use~d to construct the prehistoric earthquake record. Since the
discovery of the first'prehistoric sandblow in South Carolina
[Cat and Talwani, 1983], there have been concerted efforts to
document the extent of these sandblows in South Carolina
(section 2). The information from these investigations helps to
assess the potential seismic hazard in South Carolina. In this
study we present an analysis of the spatial atnd temporal extent
of these liquefaction data, in order to obtain the recurrence
timnes and estimate magnitudes'of prehistoric earthquakes that
formed the sandblows.'

2. Early Studies
The first systematic search of a paleoliquefaction feature in

South Carolina was conducted by Cox [19,84 and led to the

Copyright 2001 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper number 20001B900398.
0148-0227/2"000J1B900398$09.00

discovery of a sandblow at Warrens Crossroads located -40
km ws't of Charileston,' South Carolina, which was caused by
the 1.86 earthqua*e (Figure 1). Detailed mapping and soil
ia&dp ut fihew4 thof sOuNe sand to be a omen, white, mica
rich s! nd layer approximately 2.7'm thick and located -2.3. m
below the surface [Ccox and Talwani, 1983]. Shalow trenching
at this site showed that the samdblow formed by thd upward
movemnent of sand toward the surface along a feeder dike that
widerid from 20 'rm at the base of the trenc to approximately
0.6m at the ground surface. Clast, of sqrface soil had slumpe~d
into tiLe sandblow shortly after it developed. Even though this
study did not uncover any pre-1886 features, it suggested that
sandb.ows and other structures can be preserved in the soils of
the S:'CP and that areas which experienced liquefaction' dur-
ing the 1886 earthquqke might contain sandblows that devel-
oped 1 prehistoric earthquakes of magnitude similar to tht of
the' I;' 86 earthquake' (Cox, 1984].

ThK:` discovery was followed by intensive studies by the U.S.
Geook gical Survey in the: iid-1980s, by Ebasco Services in the
early 1,990s, and by the University of South Carolina sporadi-
cally fince 1983. These sturdieswere primafrly aimed at discov-
ering the spatial extent of paleoliquefaction features and de-
velop-ng criteria for their identifcation, S. P. Obermeier and
R. E. Weemns of the U.S. Geological Survey and their cowork-
ers me-re the first to discover sandbilws that predated 1886.
Follo' ing their initial discovery of a prehistoric sandblow at
Holly vood,- they discovered several additional sandblows in
other parts of the SCCP [Obermeter.Ct at.e , 19871. D. C. Aimick,
R. 030linas, and their coworkers from Ebasco Services discov-
ered other sandblows in the SCCP and extended the search for
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Figure 1. Dashed line encloses area of pronounced crat.: Aet. activity associated with the 1886 earthquake
[from Duttcoz, 1889]. Reports (R) of liquefaction features extend to Columbia and Georgetown [Seeber and
Armbruster, 1981] and to Sand Hills near Ilittrty Hill [Floy.:!, 1969]. Uquefaction features associated with the
1886 earthquake were discovered at Warren's Crossroads (I V) and at Bluffton (BLUF-A). Trivnngk~s show the
location of paleooiquefaction sites in the Nortli Carolina am. South Carolina Coastal Plain from which datable
materiAl associated With prehistoric earthquakes was -obtain -,d. Abbreviations are as follows: Bluffton, BLUEF;
Colony Gardenis, COLGAR; Conway, CON; Four Hole' -wamp, EHS; Gapway, GW; Georgetown, GEO;
Hollywood, HOL, Malpherous, MAL; Martin Marietta, MD, (; Myrtle Beach, MYR, Sampit, SAM; South Port,
North Carolina, SPT; and Ten Mile'Hill, TLH; Olocene grou~nd w.ate'r table data.obtained fr~om Murrell's
lJilet (MI), Santee River Delta (SR), and Wilmington Island, Georgia (WI), are descrihed in the tex~t.

paleoliquefaction to other locations along the Atlantic sea-
board [Amick, 1990; Ai'ick et al., 19903. C. P. and K. Rajend-
ran of the University of South Carolina discovered new sand-
blows near Bluffton and the Four Hole Swamp [Raendran and
Talwqini, 1993; Talwani et a!., 1993], while S~daeffer [19961
discovered four at Gapway.

To use the liquefaction features for seismic hazard assess-:
ment, they must be dated. Abundan't vegetation in the SCCP
commonly makes it possible to collect organic material for
radiocarbon dating. Most of the early dates came f~romn a drain-
age dit ch near Hollywood, South Carolia (Talwani and Cox
[1985], PWears et a!. [1986]; Table 1). Subsequently,, Weem~s et
al. [1988] and Weemns and Oberme ier [19901 obtained dates
frbm sandblows covering an areal extent of '-25,000 km in the
SCCP. These data provided loose constraints on the ages and
number of prehistoric earthquakes. To tighten the age con-
straints,Arnick et a. 119901 obtained multiple dates at new sites
discovered by them and of features originally discovered by
Oberneier et al. [1990]. Additional dates at four locations in the
Bluffton area were obtained by T4iwani et al. [1993]. More
recently, additional data were obtained in the Georgetown and
Charleston areas, including the, newly discovered sites at Gap-
way and Four Hole SWtimp [Shehacfer, 19963 (Figure, 1).

At each location one or more sandblows were encountered
and as many as six datable samples were recovered from -a
single sandblow. In Tables 1 and 2, various locations of sand-.
blows are referred to as "sites" (treating the four Bluffton

locattions as one site),. and the sandblows. are referred to as
"fe itures." The original'names of sandblows assigned by the
autilior(s) have be-en preserved. A total of 121 radiocarbon ages
inc'uding 35 accelerator mass sppetrometer (AS) ages (Table
1) 'veore obtained from 54 sandblows at 14 sites (Eigure 1).

3. Methodology
The radiocarbon age of -a sample can provide a minimum,

cor:temporary, or maximum age. estimate of the earthquake
tb~a caused -the liquefaction, depending on the sitratigraphic
po;; ition of the sample and its cross-cutting relationship with
ele: nents of the sandblow. Radiocarbon dates reported by ear-
lie;: workers had not been calibrated to account for fluctuations
in ~.mshrc 14C over time, In order to merge al of the age
dat a collected by various workers the stratigraphic positions of
the. samples within thesandblows were re-examined, and con-
vetitonal radiocarbon ages were recalibrated.

3.1 Dating Paleoliquefaction Features
'ITwo methods discussed by Amnick et al. [1990] were used to

de-: rmine the age of the sandblows. The first method'deter-
minles the relative age, of the~ sandblow using weathering crite-
ria, and the second determines its absolute age by radiomnetric
dal ing of organic-rich samples. The relative age of a sandblow
ca:. usually be determined by exiamining the locationi of the'
sar dblow and the thickness of the overlying soil profile, the
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-Data SoUrceb
Number of

Site Features I 2 3 4 5 6

MYR31 2
mm 1 2
GEO 3 1 6
ow 2 7
OLIN 2 1 5.
SAM 9 11 10
F1-IS 1 1
TMH 6 1 10 2
HOL 8 7 112.
rt.-^r a_ A a
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['otal

1
1
3
2
7
7
6

21
.1
13
20

..JLJW £ A

MAL I 6 6
BLUF 15 1 7 23 31

'nhe numnbers of radiocarbon dates are shown under each data
.fource. The sites are shown in Figure 1, Soathport, North Carolina
(SF1, Conway (CON), Myrtle Beach (MYR), Martin Marietta (MM),
Georgotown (GEO). iGapway (OW), Olin, Sampit (SAM), Fou Hole
Swamp (Fl-S), Ten Mile Hill (TMH, Hollywood -(HOL), C~olony
Gardens (COLt3AR), Malpherous (MAL), and Bluffton (BLUF).

'Reference: 1, Talwanii and Cox [1985]; 2, Weems et at. [1986]; 3,
Weemns and Obermeier (1990]; 4, Amick et aL. [1990]; 5, Talwani et al.
[19931; 6,, Talwani et al. [1999].

degree of staining, and the amount of weathering of the, ma-
terials within the sandblow. In general, older sandblows &ive.
tbicker overlying qoil profiles, and the sediments in them are
usually more heavily stained compared to the younger sand-
blows. Cross-cutting relationships can also.-be used to establish
the relative age of one feature with respect to another.

The absolute age of a sandblow is obtained by 'I dating of
organic material recovered from within it. the absence of
organics in borehole samples of sediments from below and
near the sandblows (Cox 119841 and other unpublished data)
allows us to conclude that all organics found in the sandblow
came from above and were not a part of the ejected sand from
below. Figure 2, modified from Amick [19901, illustrates how
the, stratigraphic. position of samples in and around the sand-
blow can be used to infer its age and establish the minimum
age and maximum age. constraints. In Table 2 the sample
location is described with respect to the stratigraphic setting in
the sandblow. (For an excellent discussion of the morphology

,,.of a sandblow, see Obermneier et al. [1990].) "Contemporary" is
used to describe the date of formation of the sandblow. The
dates of pieces of leaves, bark, and wood that have been
washed or blown into the sandblow shortly after its formation
(item I in Figure 2). are .interpreted as the' best contemporary
age estimates. For every sandblow, using the criteria described
in Figure 2, we decided if the dates of organic saimples were
indicative of maximum, minimum, or contemporary age esti-
mates of the ages of the earthquakes. These data gave broad
ranges for the date of the earthquake. Then the contemporary
ages were used in the calculations of dates of earthquake
episodes (section 5);,

3.2. Calibration of Radiocarbon Ages

In this study the '4 C dates determined from samples recov-
ered during this study and previous studies were calibrated to
obtain their calendar ages. The necessity for the calibration
arises because the conventional 1

4 C date is determined assum-
ing that the amount ofatmosphexic 14C has remained constant

ovor 0i as. However, studiet of tree ring samples have, shown
that the Atmospheric 14 C has fluctuated Avor ti~ne .vnc.al Of
hundreds to thousands of years [Geyh and Schleicher, 1990]. la
the cal~bration process the radiocarbon date is compared with
the- ca.]ibrated timescale curve. This was accomplished. using
the computer progratm CALIB v3.O.3c develnpfil hy S'luidver
and Re .'w, [1993]. IL1 th liv lbm'tieai p14mMar, intemopt valuos
of ±WI: and ±2o are obtained for each calibraled age. When
determining the interpreted age for the calibrated 'IC age
dates, -he la- range was used. In paleoseismological literature
both 2ir ages [e~g., hU~le and Schweig, 1996] and lo, ages [e.g.,
Bell et al., 1999] have been used to estimate the ages -of pre-
historii: earthquakes. The 2o- ages have wider ranges, and those
for tw-.i distnct events, hundreds of years apart may overlap.
Since 'Aie main objective of our analyses was to identify differ-
ent Pr: -historic earthquakes and establish their ages, we chose
a shorer range for correlation and used la ages. The la-
ranges provide a more rigorous test for correlation and are less
lrely Io lead to spurious correlations.

4. Re sults
We -xamined the descriptions and figures and other relevant

data f r -all the sandblows from which -samples of organic
mater~i 91 had:ibeen collebted. Using the, criteria given in section
3.1, eazzh date was interpreted to be associated with the mini-
mumr, mnaximium, or contemporary age'estinalate of the caus-
ative, .arthquake. Each radiocarbon age date -was calibrated
(sectic n 3.2). All the age relationships (Table, 2).are the same
as givi-n by the original authors, except for those used by
Rajen4: ran and Talwahi [19931 for Bluffton. Their field notes
and kit~~res were reanalyzed, and the revised age relationships
are ut vd in this study.-

We iiscuss the data for the sites from northeast to southwest
(Figure. 1 and TabI6 2). Data from Sampit (Figure 3) are used
to ill1w trate. our approach: We discuss the age of the sandblow
associ; Lted with each earthquake from the relative dates of the
sampli-(s). For example,- at some locations se veral samples
were -. ecovered from one sindblow; thus providing tighter age
consti tnts (e~g., SAM-2A, SAM-2ZB, SAM-2C, and SAM-21D
are fc'ir samples with contemporary ages from the sandblow
Samupit Middle RIgh (SPMR) at the Sampit site).

4.1. Northern Sites
4.1. t. Southport, N~orth Carolina, and Conway, South

Carolina. These two are the northernmost sites (figure 1)
where datable -material was recovered [Weems et al,, 1988;
Weenl? and Obermeier, 1990]. Pieces of charcoal embedded
deep~!- in intensely deformed soil profiles at Southport, North
Carolina, aend Conway yielded maximum aIges, of 9743 + 167/
-208 years B.P. and 6530 +204/-172 years B.?., respectively
(Tabli -2).
- 4.1.3. LMyrtle Beach. .The Myrtle Bench site,, -10 kin
north of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina (MYR in Figure 1), is
the no:rthernmost site having a contemporary date of a sand-
blow a the SCCP. This site was investigated by Amick et al.
[1990' and Weemas and Obermeler [19901. They identified three
diffenri~t sandblows at this site, and depending on the degree
of sta. ning and the thickniess of the overlying soil profile, they
were inaterpreted as not being associated with the 1886 Charles-
ton e irthquake. This Interpretation is supported by 14 C age
dates (Table 2). The calibrated dates suggest that at least two
episo. les of liquefaction occurred at this site. A stem recovered
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> Figure 2. Schematic cross section of a sandblow crater that
has intruded the soil profile and location of organic materiai
uted fhI Litdi~ bUW d41liI1,. BlL it, IUI vlrik,-&iel uoil lWrilZ6.
Clasts of Bh soil fall and are trapped with extruded clean sand
within the crater. These are overlain by a bedded sequence'of
baickfiffed sand and organic material (item 5). The age of
liquefaction episodes can be estimated by radiometric dating of
organic materials that cainbe sfratigraphjcally related to the
liquefaction features. The most accurate age estimates are
from radiometric dating'of organic debris such as leaves, pine
needles, bark,'or small branches that were'washed or blowri
into the liquefaction crater shortly after its formation (item 1).
These are labeled "contemporary" ages. The 14C ages'of roots
that have grown into the sandblow (item 2a) or ihe overlying
soil profile (items 2b and 2c) provideininimum ages.for the
liquefaction episode; Minimum ages are also derived from
forest-fire-derived charcoal fro~m the shallow soil profile (item
6) overlying the feature. To be useful, this "new bum" charcoal
must clearly be within the overlying soils that postdate feature
formation. Maximum ages can be obtained from roots cut by
the feature (item 3a), hunnate organic-rich soil (Bh) clastg that
are isolated from contamination because of their depth in the

l feature (item 3b),'orby organic material from soil clasts that
predate liquefaction and collapsed into the deeper part of the
crater during liquefaction (item 3c). Maximum' age constraints
can also be obtained by dating forest-fire-derived charcoal
which was washed or blown into the crater after its formation
(item 4). Whitfewood from within the featuta, pepeciaoly the
bedded sequence, can provide an accurate age constraint for
the feature,' charcoal is biologically inert; and before being
washed into the bedded sequence, it can reside at or near the

- ground surface for hundreds or even thousands of years fol-
lowing a forest fte. Consequently, this typo of sample only
provides a maximum age constraint on the time of liquefaction.
Modified from A mick [1990]. -

from the washed-in sand in the crater of feature 3 suggests that
the earthquake causing liquefaction'occurred -1568 +310/
-246 years B;P. (MYR-3,.Table 2). Features 1 and 3 lie adja-
cent to each other with the saine A horizon profile. The max-
imum age of an earthquake inferred from. a humate clast in
feature 1 overlaps the'inferred contemporary age of MYR-3
and could possibly be associated with that episode, and not be
representative of a yoiA'nger one. A piece of "new burn" char-
coal recovered from the overlying soil profile in feature 2
,, MYE-2 suggests a liquocafliuiju cjibUdr, qldQ thua 5297
+3531-469 ycusb B.P., atd this is certainly diffaront from the
1568 +310/-246 years B.P. liquefaction episode.

4.13. Martdn Marietta. . The Martin Marietta site (MM
in Ifigure 1) is approximately S km south of the Myrtle Beach
site. Here Amick et al. [1990] discovered three sandblows, but
onrli one yielded organic material suitabie for' 4 C dating. One
sai tpl9 was a piece of tree bark fhor the lower portion of the
cev tral vent, which yielded a contempgrary age for the lique~
fac ion event. A sarnple of a humate-rich stil clast from Lim
up, ,er part of thc sandblow, above the smaill ciast zone, yielded
a aLaxinium age for the earthquake causing the liquefaction.

'I'he calibrated dates indicate 'that at least one liqunfaction
ep..,ode occurred -K1809 +i77-2•7 years B.P. (MM-MA, Ta-
ble. 2). Field observations suggest that the tree bark associated
witi.the contemporary age and the overlapping organic-rich
soi clast are associated with the same episode;

':L1.4. Georgetown. The Georgetown site (GEO in Figure
1) is located approximately 35 km southwest of the Martin
Mnrietta site and -15 1ur north of the city of Georgetown.
An ick et al. [1990] identified four sandblows at this site, all
haing.simrilar stanting aud 0-elying boil PLUM"lwi,14iAi lid!J-
cat: s that they developed about the same time. Features'A, B,
anti C yielded four; two, and one organic sawples, respectively,
pui5 'able for 1 4C dating (Table 2). A root sample (GEO-2A)
wt.gch had grown into feature B yielded a modern 14C age, and
it 'ias interpreted as new growth and nQt used for age deter-
mi: iation.'

I nterpreted calibrated 14C age dates indicate two or possibly
thr:ee episodes of liquefactipn at this site. One episode oc-
cu red -945 +223t-209 years B.P., on. the basis 'of the cori-
telriporary date of a piece of wood rccovered from within
feE ture A (GEtO-1D, Table 2). Field relatiofis of the samples
sui;gest that the overlapping minimum ages for GP0-1B and
o:.l~O-1C are associated with the same earthquake. Strati-
gr..phic relationships indicate the occurrence of one or two
otlher liqbefaction episodes at this site. A rninimirn age con-
straint from sample GEO-2B indicates a liquefa.ction episode

1o,:.or than 2908 +337/-161 years B.P., and a max"Mnu.M age
cd: istraint from sample CiEO-3 indicates a liquefaction episode
yoamger than 2739 +251-.257 years B..P.-It is possible that
GI 0-'3 represents the same episode indicated by GEOQ1D.

*1.1.5. Gapway. The Gapway site, discoVered by Schaejfer
[1196], is located -60 kn southwest of Myrtle Beach and
ap roxirnatoly 20 kh northwest of Georgetown (Figure'1). It
cc itains four sandblows, two of whioh yilded datable samples
(F-gure 4). Four s~amples were recovered from Gapway Af A
root that cuts the south boundary of the sandblow yielded a
minimum 14 C age, (GW-1B, Table 2j, and a second root that
cu s the north boundary provided a minimum age (GW-lD).
Tv fo charcoal samples from the bedded sequence in the sand-
blo w provided maximum ages (GW-lA and GW-1C). These
ares indicate that this sandblow developed during a liquefac-
tikn episodeT tbat occurred betweel 1995 +68/-g8 years B.P.
((. W-IB) and 3623 +6i7-146 years B.P. (OW-iC, Table 2).

Three samples from Gapway D indicate that one epiaodfe of
licuefaction occuTed it ftis site -4985 +218/-113 years B.P.
A twig from the bedded sequence yielded a contemporary '4C
age date (GW-2C), anrd a root which cut the north boundary of
thb feature.yielded a minimum 14C agewhich is conifdered a
pc or minimum age constraint. Small pieces of detrital charcoal
frira the'bedded sequence of this sanldblow were bidivjdually
tc, z small for age dating, io the pieces were combined to foxm
a 'mui dotrital oharooal eample that, yielded a mprimulm age Af
e1 21 +88/-164 years B.P. .(lW-?:R3) Nnrmally, a maximuin
a-e would be older than the corresponding contemporary age.
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Flgure 3. Plot of calibrated ages for Sampit site. Triantles, minimum ages; circles, contemporar ages
sjuares, maximlm iages; shoft vertical lin6s, 1o ranges. Thi featurps:(SaMpit Nort17(SPN), Sampit Middle
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Right (BWR)) are separated by bold vertical lines, and mu] iple samples from a single feature are designated
by the letters A, B, . . .. (see also Table 2). Data.from SAM--3A provide a maximum age constraint 'for SPMR
and a minimum age constraint for SPML \.

I

In thin case the maximum age sample GW-2B is younger than
the corresponding contemporary age sample GW-2C. Since
this eandblow shows no signs of a second episode of liqiie.far-
tion, and since saple GW-2B is a bulk soil sample, it could
possibly have been contaminated with young material.

4.1.6. Olin. The Olin site is located -50 kma southwest of
the Myrtle Beacb site and approximately 20 km northwest of
the city of Georgetown (Figure 1).Amick et aL. [199,0 discussed
two sandblows identitiect by them and by Weeims and Obertheter
j1190] (Table 2). The degree nf staining and thr thinknie,%1 of

tho overlying poil profile euwgget that the sandblows at this sitn
predated the 18$6 Chaileston earthquake; ]M1ve samples trom
1va4iuGA wo-i data b Aby at al. [199O], and ono from
feature B was dated by Weems and Obenmeter [19901. Analysi's
of the calibrated `4C ages indicates that one l4uefactiqn epi-
sode occurred -1533 +452/-360 years B.P. This age was ob-
tained from a sample of tree bark from within the sandblow,
which yielded a contemporary 14C age (OLIN-1C). Two tap
root ramplou that cut the right boundary of the frature yieldf i
bracketing minimum 4 C ages (OLIN-1A aud OLIN-11B). Two
charcoal samples from fuaLuro A yielded bracketing maimum
14C age dates (OLIN-lE and 'OLfN-1 ). $axnple 'Q-2 in-
dicates only the occurrence of a liquefaction event younger
than 1511'+58J-157 years B.P., which does not distinguish its
age from the age of fthe earthquake associatedwithfeature A.

4.1.7. Sampit. Amick et al. [1090] and Talwani et al.
[19991 studied six sandblows at the Sampit site, which is located
-1 1n south of Olin, -and analyzed 21 samples of organic
material (Figures 1, 3-; and 4 and Table 2). rn the northern
portion of this site a bark'sample from the laroe clast zoue in
Sainpit North (SPN; Anick et al. [1990]), yielded a contempo-
rary 14 C age (SAM-1). Restudy of this site by Ta4wani et al.
[1999] did not discover' any additional datable saimples. We

inth Tprul. Olig~c~ittmpexazy alibrated age dath iit, itglic that
tbi:: sandblow ws formed -521 +1021-39 years B.P. (SAM-
1).

IWo sandblows in the middle part of the drainage ditch at
Sari pit were' identified as Sampit Middle Right (SLNMR) and
San pit Middle Left (SPML) by Amick et al. [19901. Sampit
Mi ldle Right (SPMR) is. located adjacent iand to the south-of
SPIh1 (Figure 4>; !They recoyered iflour smples for ' 4 C'dating:
'1WVj bark bittuplob (SAMh-2A and SAM-2L1, T:ablcZ) ftrru Ie
claiit 7Mne Agejd 99ltq0porary fC age dilte, and ab;4k
sa1pln, (SAM-?) frorffthe hWMdded aequqwpco in ,SPVrRyieldfd
ac:ntem. porary l'C age dare. Amlrk C? i!. [190] ioentlhea a

cm. l crater.ghaped pisdblow within the. main one, and on the.
ba: is of staining, they interpreted the srmaler sandblow to have
for ed abqut the same. time as the maiu feature. A bark
sari ple (SAM-ZD) from the snialler sandblow yielded a co-
tejaporary age.'

*he four contemporary ages define the approxtia te time

th;: t SPMR deveiped, The Igr age iaw 9l SAM-71) dnes nQt
Uv(:ilaP thqi4, of-thl cther throe sa~np!0Q, puoihmy because
SAs M-2I) -Y-6 'ivcujvered fLom a tsmaller feature thit w" us lo-
caied within the dain sandblow and that probably predatesit-

,Iamdpit Middle Left (SPML) is adjacent to and nofth of
SP MR (Fimre 4). A.sanaple of a root that'had grown int-w the
fe, hre w: ari'alyzed by Anmick et al. [19901 aind yielded a
fo\iUndt 1

4
i a-g date (SA-3A). 4mick et 4t. [1990] also

foi ind evidence o£ a younger, small sand dike that had intruded
SE' ML and g.ut &h root (SAM-3.A). This indicates the poot was
in Ulace prior to ihe sand dike intrusion. ,The degree of staining
of the sand dike ad MR are siMilar, which was int

as showing that tioth developed about 'the same tiine. There-
fa: -e this sample represents not only a ,minimnum age for SPML
brt also a maximum age for SPMR. Tafani et al. [19991

. ,
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tirnirnraiy 14C. slate. anrd a rnnt sample that had grown into
SI'S (SAM-4A) yielded a minimum age. Field observations of
th:. location of this sample (SAM4A) suggest that it is asso-
ciated with the same episode. Analysis of the calibrated age
din iaiiicgtV fat SPS dgyrl9ped during a liquefaction epi-
rnde th-t nreririlrfd grniu 1561 +V1171-7,21 YrAts R.P, (SAM-
41i, Figurc 3). Titispiud. biw d L5 AGoidMU ages,

SAM4C and SAMI4D.
III a Ela4v bLudy, Sds^uiffco [1996] diUmetYad twMa rc sand

bl wG in tho contral portion of the Sampit site (Big White Left
uzij Big Wl"lus Sinht). ilt White Left (DWL) ID lated nnith
Iof n wail nl.ljq 4 ,1, III n 1N11  ! uffI,; [iQ %] ramwane d t'hyRO

141>ago (SAM-75A), a root (SAM-5B) recovered from BWL
yin Ided a mininnm 1 'C age, and a third sample was a piece of
w(od from stump H2 (SAM-9), around which BWyL devel-
oreid. Since the stump predates development of this feature,
tia, wood.sample is a maximum age constraint for BWL (SAM-
9)

Fig White Right (BVRR) is located -3 m to the south of
SI MR and yielded three datable saimiples. A root that had
gi vwn into BWR yielded a minimum ' 4 C age (SAM-6A), a
se Send root recyoered 1om another part of this feature yielded
a :ninimum 'IC age (SAM-6B), and charcoal recovered from
withi' it yielded a maximum 14C age date (SAM-6C). Upon
in: pection of the calibrated. ages from BWR it was found that
t- minimum age sample, SAM-6B, has an older age than the
m iximurn age sample, SAM-6C. The exact cause of this dis-
ci spancy is not known, but it is suspected that a labeling error
occurred either at the testing laboratory or during the field
preparation of these two samples; Since a reliable maximum
alve is not available; the analysis of the calibrated ages indicates
that BWL is older than 925 +21/-131 years B.P. (SAM-6A,
Table 2).

Summarizing, dates of the paleoliquefaction features and
tb sir cross-cutting relations at Sampit suggest at least three
er: isodes of earthquake activity (Figure 3). SAM-1, collected
froitr the northern part of the drainage ditch, is associated with
ar. earthquake that occurred around' 500 years B.P. The four
sa mpies.fromi SPMR (SAM-ZA to SAM-2D) and one from
B'NL (SAM-vA) and bracketing ages at BWR (SAM-6A and
S.,UM-6C) argue for an event that occurred -1000 years B.P.
T ie cross-cutting relationship of BWL with SPML suggests
that SPML (SAM-3) is associated with an earthquake older
than BWL (SAM-5) and SPMR (SAM-2). The minimum age
ol SPML (SAM-3A) and the maximum age of BWL (SAM-9)
cc uld be: associated with the earthquake that yielded a con-
temporary age at SPS (SAM-4B), 1561 +3021-221 years B.P.

4. 2. An Inland Sandblow
The Four Hole Swamp (FHS) site. is located approximately

1' km northwest of Sumnmerville (Figure 1) near'the intersec-
tion of highways 78 aid 178. This site is situated on a Pleisto-
o-ne age beach ridge composed of clean, fine-to-medium-
gi ained sarid. A sandblow at this site was discovered by C. P.
R ajendran (unpublished data, 1993). A bark sample collected
fr am within it (FHS-1, Table 2) yielded a contemporary age of
1i59 +70/-107 years B.P., which was taken to be the. age of
U:.e paleoliquefaction event [Taivani et al., 1999]. Schaeffer
[19961 found no new datable samples.

Fgure 4. Schematic maps of the (top) Gapway and (bottom)
Sampit sites showing locations of features in the drainage
ditches.

recovered a sample of wood from the top of SPML, which is
believedto have bies deposited iin the crater sometime after it
formed. This snample provides a minimum 4̀C age (SAM-3B).
The clear cross-cutting relations that were observed between
BWL (discussed later) and SPML were interpreted to show
iiat SPML is older than SAM-SA. The young age ofSAM:-3B
suggests'that it was 4derived from spoil that fell onto the surface
pf the Pandblow and 'therefore does not reflect an age con-
straint for it. The mrilinnum 'age SPML' indicates that it devel-
oped durng a liquefaction episode older than 1165 +100/- 105
years BP. (SAM-3A). Since the upper portion" of the south
b~ouddary of BWL (described below) cuts the upper portion of
the north bouidary of SP.ML, this cross-cutti~ng relationship
indicates that SPA existed prior to the formation of BWL.

Sampit South (SPS) is in the southern portion of the Saihpit
site (Figure 4). Amick Vt al. [1990] recovered four samples froMn
it. Two charcoal samples (SAM-4C and SAM-4D) from the
bedded sequence yielded maximum ages, a carbonized wood
sample frin. the bedded sequence (SAM4B) yielded 'a con-
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13. Central (Charleston) Sites Cha:les~ton and the northern sites. From north to south they
4.3.1, Ten 'Mile HILl In the Charleston area many sand- are Colony Gardens (COLGASR), Maipherous I(MAL), and

)lows formed near Ten Mile Hill in 1886 (Figure 1). but be- *Bluf~ ton A-fl (Figure 1).
mause. of extensive urbanization and thick vegetation, direct 4..: ... Colony Gardens. Colony (Aardons (COLGAR in
,vidence of the sandblows is obscured. Amick et al. [190 Figu -e 1) is the closest of the southern liquefaction sites to
liscovered four sandblows in a drainage ditch -1.6 km north Chaileston. Amick et al. [1990] identified several sandblowsi
A the Charleston Air Force Base (CAFB). Another feature the I irgest approximately 3 rn in width, comparable to some of

sea CAB ws sudid b V~insandObemefr [990. Dr-.the :arger features discovered at Ten Mile Hill.-A piece of
ngaa rCentwa study e by TaWaietm and [19],anmalous sand0] was woot recovered from a unit of interbedded. sand and organics

Ducountered, in a bole drilled for. standard penetration tests gv otmoayaeo 5 10-4yasBP Ial
-0. 1c noth f te CFB.A sallw tenc (-.5 n dep) 2). IL second piece of wood recovered from a soil clast pro-

at this location provided two datable samples. videti a tight maximum age constraint of 1263 +31/-124 years
*Four contemnporary ages for features A and C of Amick et al. B.P. Thus the' data from Colony. Gardens support a prehistoric

[1990] and Airport (A"?) of Wpems and Obermewir [1990] eartl quakce occurring around 1000 years B.P.
CTNMA-A, TMH-1B, TMH-3, and TMI-H5, Table 2) all suggest 4.41.2. Malpherous. Six samples from one heavily stained
that an episod.6 of liquefactiorn occurred between 3400 and sand blow provided age constraints, but no contemporary age
3700 years B.P. TIMH-ID gave an anomalously younger con- datE. [Amick et al., 1990) at Malpherous (MAL in Figure 1).
temporary age, whereas TMH-4A and TMH-4B bracket an The inferred age of one earthquake, between -5300 and 6300
older event between -5400 and 6600 years B.P., and TMH-2A year; B.P., is constrained by a large root that had grown into'
and TMIH-2B provide minimum ages. themudn~blow and provided a minimnum' age constraint (MAL-

TMH-A,,collcte fro th shalowtrenh, onsitedof1A) (Table 2) and a sminll charcoal sample from within a soil'
pieces of wood sieved. from clayey sand and is possibly con'-, clast that had collapsed into the same feature, which provided
taminated. It gave a-contemporary (?) age of 1299 +47/-21 a ml ximum. age constraint (MAL-1B). Three splits of a humate
years 13.P. (TMH-6A). The second sample consisted of pieces clast gave redundant maximum ages (MAL41D to MALI1F).
of charcoal.sieved from a few pounds of silty clay, yielded an Younger ioots from MAL-1C provided minimum age con-
age of 4038 + 46/- 109 years B.P. (1`MH-6B), and is inter- strai 'Its that were not useful.
praeted as a maximum age. It possibly represents the age, of the 4.4.3. Bluffton. Four liquefaction sites near Bluffton
enclosing cday layer. X wer;: named BLUJF-A to BLUF-D. -BLUF-A and BLUF-B3

43.2. Hollywood. Several sandblows, in a drainage ditch weri" Originally discovered by Obermeier et aL [1987]. Amick et
just north of Hollywood (HOL in Figure 1) and locat ed -30 al. [.9901 reinvestigated. BLUF-A and BLUF-B and discovered
kmn to the west of Charleston provided samples at seven loca- BLi:PI-C. Taiwani et al. [1993] reinivestigated BLUF-A to
tions, (Talwani and Cox [1985], Weems et al' [1986, 1988], and BLU IF-C and discovered BLUF-D, -6 km east of the earlier
Weemts and Obenneier [1990]; Table 2). Contemporary ages sitec. Thus, for' the various sites,- samples analyzed by one or
were obtained froin HOL-6A 'with a strong minimum age con- mo:: investigators provide redundancy and better age con--
straint for an earthquake at -600 -years B.P. (HOi-6B). Four stra ats. The agk, relation used by Rajendran and Taiwani
samnple's from site 2 (HOL-7A to'H0L-7D) and one from [19":31 were reanalyzed using the criteria in section 3.1, and the
Hollywood XIV (HOL-8) gave contemporar-y age dates for an rev ;-ed relationships are given in Table 2.
earthquake between -1000 and 1200 years B.P. The other ,.I 'nick et al. [1990] dated -organic mateorial in four saadblows
sandblows provided broad minimum or maximum. age con- at s: te BLUF-A (features A-I1, A-2, A-3, and A-4) and, for th~e
straints. For example, HOL-1A to HOL-111 support-the ocu- Arsl three, obtained contemporary ages corresponding to the
rence of one or more earthquakes between -1500 and 4000 188 5 Charleston earthquakcs (Table 2). At the fourth location
years B.P. At another site the dates obtained for HOL-2A and (fe; ture.A-4) they obtained a minimum calibrat ed age of 301
I{OL-2B suggest an earthquake'that occurred before 3200 +1!;7b-3.01 years- B.?. (BLUF-4A) and a- contemporary cali-

years B.?.bra' ed age of 5.98 +7411-93 years 13P. (BLUF-4B). These
At the Hollywood NMI site the ages of samples HOL-3A and age;I are close to the'contemporaiy. age of Weems and Ober-.

H01-3B argue for an 'earthquake between -4700 and 7900 mei -r [1990] -for the saine feature, 547 +1031- 36 years B.P.
years B.P.; elsewhere, the sample liOL-4 did not provide any (BIi. TJTF-4C). -Tahvani et al, '1993] discovered seven sandblows
age constraint. TIOL-5A anol H01-5B provide weak con- at 11LUF-A, four of which roided no datable samples and
straints, for~an event (events) between 1700 and 4768 years B..one of which (identified in Table 2 as BLUF-4E was the same

Thus the data from Hollywood suggest at least four prehis- as -hat studied earlier byr Weems and Obermeier [1990] and
toric earthquakes. Well-constrained ages identify an earth-. Am Uc et al. [1990) (feature A-4). In feature A-4, Tahvani et at.
quake between -500 and 600 years B.P. (HOL-6A and HOL- [19' 3] also found a new bumn charcoal in the sands overlying
6B) and another one between -1000 and 1200 years B.P. -the feature that yielde~d a minimum calibrated age of 376
(H-OL-7A to HOL-7D and HOL-8). Weak'constraints sugs +1:121 -87 years B.P?, (BLUF-4D3). A piece of charcoal within
an event between -1500 and 4100 years D.P. (HOL-IA and the sandblow yielded a maximum radiocarbon age of 656
HOL-lE) and between -1700 and 4800 years 13.?. (HOL,5B +4'111-105 years B.P. (BLUF-413). These dates further con-
and HOL-5A). Finally, an earthquake with poorly constrained str;- in the ages obtained by Amick et al. [1990] (BLUJF-4A and
age may have occurred~between -4700 and 7900 years B.P.' BLUF-413) and Wfeemsq and Obermeler. [19901 (BLVF-4C).
(HOI,3B and HOL-3A). .Thi is, at BL'UF-A., feature A-4 yielded contemporary ages of

551' -600 years B.P. (BLUJF-413 and BLUF-4C), and these ages
4.4. Southern Sites . we:-e bracketed by mi111nium ages of 301 years B.P. (BLTJF-

Samples from six sites south of Charleston (Figure 1) pro- 4A.) and 376 years B.P. (BLUF-4D) and a maximum age of 656
vide ages of liquefaction episodes similar to those near ye;: rs B.P. (13LLUF-4E). Roots in clasts in another sandblow at
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BLUF-A, feature A-6, provided a minimum age of 1213 +85/
-148 years B.P. (BLUF-A),, and an aggregate of charcoals

from two locations within the sandblow gave a maximum age of
1072 +1911- 103 years B.P. (BLUF-B), Because of the aggre-

* gation the age of BLUF-6B3 does not provide a tight constraint.
The age of the sample from BLUF-A suggests an earthquake
older than -1200 years B.P. At feature A-7 a "fresh" piece of
charcoal within the sandblow yielded a probable contemporary

* age of 532 + 1081-36 years BP. (BLUF-7).
At BLUF-B, Taiwani et al." [1993] investigated five, sand-

blows; four yielded datable samples. Sandblow feature B-9 had
been earlier investigated by Amick et al. [19901 and was iden-
tified as their site BI. In this study, that sandblow is identified
as feature 13- and provided four, calibrated ages. The two
studies provided two minfimum ages (BLUF-B and BLUF-
5D3) and two maximum ages (BLUF-A and BLUF-5SC), brack-
eting the age, of the liquefaction episode between -1780 and
.2140 years B.P. One of the three organic samples at feature
B-8 yielded a modemn date. Of the other two, a piece of bark in
the bedding sequence yielded a contemporary age of 527 +22/
-20 years B.P. (BLUF-B) whereas a new burn piece of char-
coal (BLUF-A) gave a minimum radiocarbon age of 121
+ 1901-121 years B.P. Charcoal in feature B-9 gave a maxi-
mum age of 1321 +89/ -49 years B.P. At site B-10, charcoal in
the soil profile cut by the sandblow (BLUF-10A) gave a max-
imum age of 1874 .+123-157 years BYP., Whereas charcoal
within it (BLUP-1013) gave a maximum age of 697 +'91/-42

* years B.P. Summarizing, at BLUF-B we have evidence of two
or possibly three prehistoric earthquakes: an earthquake that
occurred between -500 and 600 yearns B.P. (BLUF-8, and
bracketing maximum age, BLUF-101B),' loose constraint for an
event younger than -1300 years B.P. (BLUF-9), and an olddr
earthquake between -1g00 and 2150 ycon D.P. (DLUTF-SD
and BLUJF4.A).

At BLUF-C, wood from feature C-11 yielded a contempo-
rary age of 532 + 1101-4.0 years B.P. (BLUF-11), and charcoal
in the sandblowg anid a new burn charcoal in the redeveloped
soil profile in feature C-12 provided bracketing ages between

-- 30and 700 yeatu D.P. (BLUF-12A and BLUP-12B). These
loosely constrain the timing of one or more. earthquakes.

AL BLUF-15, four sandblows. were discovereo ny I iatwaiu et
al. (1993], from which a piece of charcoal within the, bedding
sequence provided a maximum age of 4190 +2241-251 years
B. .P. (BLUF-13), an~d no datable material was obtained from
the secoond feature. Two radiocarbon samples from feature
*D-14 indicate that an earthquake occurred -3400 years H.P.
on the basis of a contemporary date of a piece of wood from.
within the bedding sequence (BLUF-14A) and of a piece of
charcoal in a clast in the sandblow (BLUF-14H3).

Five samples were recovered from feature D-15. Three char-
coal samples (B3LUF-15B, BLUF-15D, and BLUF-15E) pro-
vide maximum ages ranging frova -4264 to 476.6 years H.P.

BLUF-15A was a sample from 'a root in the feature and pro-
vided a miaimum, age of -1400 years B.P. BLUF-15C con-
sisted of a sample of brownish charcoal or wood in the sand-
blow. It provided a contemporary age of 3354 +115/-188
years B.P. Thus data ffom. all three -sandblows at BLtJF-I)
(features D.13 to D.15) suggest the occurrence of an earth,
quake -3400 yea~rs BY. Next all the calibrated ages given in
Table 2 were analyzed for recurrence rates and seismogenic

I, sources (section 5).

S. Dates and Magnitudes of Prehistoric
Earthquakes

To determine the dates and estimate the, magnitudcs of
prehistoric earthquakes, we examined the calibrated ages and
stritigraphic positions of samples from the various sandblows
tht.mughout the Coastal Plain of South Carolina, For each
sari iblow we obtained an estimate of its age, from the radio-
cat on data and stratigraphic setting. When contemporary
ages were available, they were interpreted to be the age of the
causative paleoearthquake. Ages of other sandblQws were
based on maximum and minimum age constraints discussed in
sec. ion 4. Once all the age data for ajl the sandblows were in.
har.d, they wvere. compared wit each other and used to obtain
the: dates of earthquake episodes that caused them. Contemn-
por. ary ages and corroborative age constraints, where available,
wel e binned together according to the folowing criteria. Over-
lap:iing lo- ranges of contemporary dates were interpreted to~
ind cate, a single earthquake episode. The estimated age of the
epi;;ode is calculated frorn the weighted averages of the oVer-
lap-)ing contemporary ages. An absence of overlapping 2c-
ranges of contemporary dates was interpreted to indicate dif-
fer,:,nt eairthquake e~pisodes. The maximum and. minimum ages
we~i e used to provide, constraints. If -a particular sandblow had
bol i mmimum and minimu'm age, ranges that overlapped the
rar. ge. of contemporary I c- ages, they are referred to as tight-
bra :keting age constraints. If the rafrge of lo, maximum and
mir imum ages did not overlap the range, of 1eor contemporary
agei, they are referred to as loose-bracketing age constraints. If
ontr a maximum or a minimum age was available for a partic-

la:- sandblow, it was referred to as' a tight or loose. age con7
striiint depending on if the corresponding range of lo- ages
overlapped the contemporary age ranges or'not.

IWM iisr, rarthqiiakn npisndna hi-raiisn it is not possible (a
determine if a s~p1ecific liquefaction feature is associated with
on],i one mainshock or With the mnainshock and its aftershocks.
Thb:. analysis identified seven prehistoric episodes (episodes
A-13), whiqh are di~cime b4;low. Th~ dates of formation of
san iblows at various sitds were compared with each other to'
iJifi the. date, of the. earthquake episode: The data for each
epi! ode are presented in Figures 5a-5g, wherein samples from
a s: te are identified in, accordance 'with Table 2. For each
epi-odc the contemporary dates and -tight-bracketing con-
straints are plotted once and were used to define its age. In
son e cases, loose-brhcketiag constraints and the loose con-
stra Eats could apply to more than one episode, and they are..
iet aded in figures for more than one episode. For example,
the ages of BLLUF-12A and BLUF-12B provide loose con-
straints for the dates of episodes D, C, and D. Here they are
inc~.jded~with data for episode D (Figure 5d). However, only
loc. lions that provided contemporary or tight-bracketing dates
for e.ach episode are shown in Figure 6.

r.arious empirical methods have been suggested to estimiate.
the magnitude of an. earthquake from paleoliquefaction data
[see, e.g.', Ambraseys, 1988; 71atle, 1994; Obermejer and Pond,
199 )]. We chose a simple method that is probably more appli-
cab: e to the SCCP and compared our results with the empirical
method of Ambraseys [1988].

'The areal extent of liquefaction features associated with a
par iular prehistoric episode was coampared with the areal
dis: ribution of sandblows associated with the 1886 earthquake
to c stimate the size of the prehistoric earthquake. For contem-
por sty sandblows occurring in the northern, central, and south-
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Flgure Sa. Age data used to obtain the ago of episode A 1546 ± 17 years 13.1.). Symbols are -defined in'
*Figure 3. Locations of samples providing contemporary ages :ad tight-bracketing ages are shown in Figure 6.

BLUF-4A to BLUF-4D and BLUF-7; BLUF-B and BL1JF- LOB; and BLUF-11 are samples from BLUF-A,
BLUJF-B, and BLtUF-C, respectively. The thick horizontal lb- .es bracket the interpreted age of the episode.

era parts of the SCCP. the assigned magnitude is M 7 + (comn-
parable with the 1886 earthquake). Smaller magnitudes were
assigned to episodes with smaller areal distribution of sand-
blows. Obermeier et al. [1990] argue that the sandblows 4liscov-
ered by them were caused by earthquakes* stronger thanr mb.
5.5 (based on their estimate of the threshold magnitude for
liquefaction in the SCCP). When we encountered liquefaction
features of a particular age at more than one site, but with
smaller areal extent than the 1886 Charleston earthquake, we
have assigned a minimum magnitude M 6.0O.

On the basis of overl100data points ,Ambraseys[11988] found
that moment magnitude M for any earthquake was related to
the maximum. epicentral distance R4, measured from the
adopted epicenter to the most distant site where the re was
clear evidence of liquefaction-induced ground failure. He
found that the equation-

M = -0.31 + 2.65 x 10-8R. + 0.99(log R.),

wheri R,, (in centimeters); represented. the upper limit for R,
as a I unction of M.

Th-,~ 1886 Charleston earthquake caused widespread lique-
factica, and sandblows formed hundieds of kilometers from
Chat. eston [Dutton, 1889; Seeber and Armbruster, 1981]. Be-
sides the meizoseismal1 area, liquqfaction features- de-scribed as
"Isink ftoles" were found at four locations over a hundred kilo-
mete .s west of Charleston, along the coast near Georgetown,-
and niand near Columbia [Dutton, 1889; Seeber and Ann-
brust, v, 19811 and in Sand Hill s near Liberty Hill [Floyd, 1992]
(FiV: re 1); -After the discovery of a sandblow associated with
the :1886 earthquake near Warren's Crossroads (Cox [1984];
Figui e 1), intensi've search over the SCCP for other'1886 sand-
blow.; was not very successfuI. Only three other sandblows
assoi: iated with the 1886 earthquake were discovered near'
Blufi ton (BLUF-1, BLUF-2. and BLUF-3, Table 2). Comnpar.-
iag tie felt'area and the areal ext~nt of various intensity values
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Figure Sb. Age data used to obtain the age, -of episode 13 (1021 ± 30 years B.P.). Symbols are, defined in
Figure 3. Locations of samples providing contemporaty ages and tight-bracketing ages are shown in.Figure 6.
BLUM-A, BLUF-B, and BLUM-A axe samples from 13LUF-A and BLUF-B, respectively. The thick
horizontal lines bracket the interpreted age of the episode.
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Figure 5c. Age data used to obtain the age of episode C (1648 ±t 74 years B.P.). Symbols are'defined in
Figure 3. Locations of samples providing contemporary ages and tight-bracketing ages are shown in Figure 6.

for the 1886 Charleston earthquake with those of other earth-
quakes in stable continental regions, Johnston 11996] assigned
it a magnitude M 7.3 ±- 0.26. Assuming that the current
seismicity defines the source of the 1886 Charleston earth-
quake and considering reports of liquefaction near Columbia
(160 kmn) and Liberty Hill (180 kmn), application of Ar~raseys'
[1988] formula yields estimates 'of 7.3 and 7.4, respe~tjvely,
values comparable to Johnston's (19961 estimates. The esti-
mated magnitudes and dates of prehistoric earthquakes that
*caused liquefaction were combined to estimate the. recurrence
times of large earthquakes in the South Carolina Coastal Plain.

5.1. Episode A

Seven contemporary ages between --500 and 600 years B.P.
with overlapping icr ranges were obtained from samples at
Sainpit in the north (SAM-i), Hollywood near Charleston
(HOL-6A), aud BLUF-A (BLUF-AB, BLUF-4C, and BLUF-
7), BLUE-B (BLUF-813), and BLUE-C (BLUE-11) in the
south (Figures 5a and 6). The weighted average of the seven
dates (including uncertainties) is .546 ± 17 years B.P., which is

the ike we assign episode A. Tight-bracketing constraint to this
age was obtained from three samples from BLUF-B
(BLiEJ-4A (minimuim), BLUF-4D (mininlurn), and 13LUF-4E
(ma:dmutu)). Tight constraints were, also obtained from Hol-
lyw4: od (HOL-6B (minimum)) and BLUF-B (BLUE-lOB
(ma:dimum)). Lopose constraints werd obtained from Myrtle
Bea-h and Olin (MYR-1 and OLIN-2). As contemporary ages
wern. obtained from locations in the -north, the middle, and the
sou::h (Figure 6) we interpret the earthquake(s) associated
with episode A to be at least as large as the 1886 episode and.
ceire red near Charleston and assign it a magnitude M 7 +. On
thte basis of the epicentral distance (1 10 kin) to the most distant
san4: -blow (BLUE-C,' Figure 6a),- Ambraseys' [1988] formula
give.; M 7.0.

5.2. Episode 11
Twelve contemporai ages between -900 and 1200 years

B.P. with overlapping Icy, ranges were obtained from George-
town (GEO-1D), Sampit (SAM-2A to SAM -2D and SAM-5A)
in O~e northern part of the SCC'P, Hollywood (HOL-7A to
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Figure 5d. Age data used to obtain the age of episode B (1754-2177 years B.P.). Symbols are defined in
Figure 3. Locations of samples providing contemporary age,; and tight-bracketing ages are, shown in Figure 6.
BLUF-5A to BLUE-5D and BLUTE-6A; and BLUE-12A, and B3LUF-12B are samples from BLUEF-B and
BLUF-C, respectively. The thick horizontal lines bracket the interpreted age of the episode.
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Figure Se. Age data used to obtain the age of episode E '3548 ± 66 years B.P.). Symbols are defined in
Figure 3. Locations of samples providing contemporary ages and tight-bracketing ages are shown inFigure 6.
BLUF-14A, BLUF-14B, and BLUF-1SA to BLUF-15E are samples from BLUF-D. The thick horizontal lines
bracket the interpreted age of the episode.

HOL-7D and HOL-8) near Charleston, and Colony Gardens
(COLGAR7lB) in the southern part of SCCP (Figures 5b and
6). The weighted average of the 12 dates was 1021 -*± 30 years
B.P., which is the age we assign to episode B. The inteipreted
age of episode B is tightly constrained by bracketing ages at
Georgetown (CEO-ID and CIQO-1C), Sampit (SAM-.6A and
SAM-6C), Colony Gardens (COLGAR-IA), and BLUF-A
(BLUE-6A and 6B), by another three maximum ages (Figures
5b and 6), and, loosely, by one maximum and to minimum
ages.

In view of the occurrence of contemporary ages from loca-
tions in the northern, the middle, and the southern sites along
the coast (Figure 6) we interpret episode B to be as large as the
Charleston 1886 episode and to be dated 1p21 ± 30 years B.P.
and also located near Charleston and assign it a magnitude M
7+. Application of Ambramys' [19$81 f6rmiula, with an spicen
tral distance of 110 km rto Georgetown (GEO in Figure 6b),
gives M 7;0.

5.3. Episode C

Fime contermporary ages between -1500 and 1800 years B.P.
with overlapping ir ranges were obtained from samples at
Myrile Beach (MYR-3), Martin Marietta (MM-1A), Olin
(OL: N-1C), and Sampit (SAM-4B).sitps in the north and from
Powx: Hole Swamp (FHS-1), -50 kml northiwest of the Charles-
ton * rea (Figures Sc and 6). The weighted average of the five
contemporary dates was 1648 ±74 years B.P., which is the age
we. assign to episode C. The interpreted age of episode C is
tightly constrained by bracketing ages. at Olin (OLIN-lA,
OLIN-lB. and OLIN-1E) and Sampit (SAM-4A, SAM-4C,
and SAM-4D) and by a maximum value at Martin Marietta
(M[1'B and a minimum value at Sarnpit (SAM-3A): In view
of tl:e absence of any contemporary or tightly bracketing age
near Charleston, or at southern sits, we interpret episode a Ctn
be a! sociated with a seismic source in the north. Because of the

. smaller areal extent of sandblows associated with episode C
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Figure If. Age data used to obtain the age of episode F i5038 ± 166 years B.P.). Symbols are defined in
Figure 3. Locations ot samples proviing contemporary ages and tight-bracketing ages are s'hown il Figure 6.
The thick horizontal lines bracket th~e interpreted age of tht~ episode.
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Figare 5g. Age data used to obtain the age of episode (r (5300-6.300 years B.P.). Symbols are defined in
Figure 3. Locations of samp~les pr~ovid~ing contemporary agei and tight-bracketing ages are shown in Figure 6.
The thick horizontal lines bracket the interpreted age of the episode.

(Figure 6) we interpret the nmagnfitude to be smaller than that
of the 1886 episode arid'assign it a mnagnitude of M 6.0.
Assuming -a northern source midway between the Sampit and
Myrtle Beach sites (SAM and MYR in Figure 6), an epicentrhl
distanhce of 35. kin, suggests M 6.3 "using Ambrasreys' 121988]
iormula. If we estimate the source to be midwa~y betx~eeodFouir
Hole -Swamp and Myrtle Beach (FHS and MYR~), we get M
6 .8.

5.40 Episode D)

We do not have convincing evidence for episode D lying
between -- 1700 and 2200 years B.P. Evidence of episode I) is
inferred primarily from tight-bracketing ages from fouIr sam-
pies from BLUI'-B -{BLUF-5A to' bLUF-5D)), amaim
Value fit BLUF-C (BLUF-12A), and a minimum value -at
BLUF..A (BL~UF-6A) (Figures 5d and 6). Because evidence of
episode D) is limited to the southern sites (Figure 6), we inter-
pret it to be associ ated with a southern sqiarce near Bluffton,
kan-because of the limited areal extent of the sanidblows We
assign it amagnitudeM 6.0. The age is inferred t6 lie betwee
-1754'anid 2177 years ]B.. Application of Ambrazseys` [19881
formula, a:nd assuming. an epicentral distance of 10 km yields
M 5.7.

Although pao evidence of episode C or episode D was found
neaf Charlestoni,iwe 'cannot rule out the alternative scenario
that episode C (the evidence for which was founid at northern
sites and nea . Four Hole Swamp) (Figuire 6) and episode D
(the evidence for which was found near Bluffton) (Figure 6)
were associated with one (or two) larger earthquake(s), cen-
tered iiear Charleston. If the, age of episode C is 1648 .± 74
yea~rs D.P. and-the age" of episode D is 1966 ±212 years B.P.,
then they are statistically different at la~ level but the same at
2a level.. Alternatively, if we assume that they were in fact
associated with a-single large episode C', the weighted~ mean of
their ages is 1683 ± 70 years 13.P. Because episode C' incor-
poqrates ages of sandblkws to the north (near Georgetown), the
northwest (near Four Hale Swam~p), and the south (qear Bluff-
top) of Charleston, we gMeribe the episode to the Charleston
source. We attribute the absence of conteraporaiy sandblos~
near Charleston to their b~eing obliterated by successive, earth-
quakes or to our having just not found them. We assign epi-

sodl 4 C' a' magnitude M 7 + on the basis of the spatial extent
of c ontemporary sandblows. Assuming the epicenter to lie near
Charleston, and epitentral distancd to MYR, usingAmbraseys'
[19'k 8] formula suggests M 7.2. We retain the episodes C and
D s: enario and the episode C' scenario-as likely interpretations
of tie data.

5.5. Episode E

S X contemporary ages between -3300 and.3700 years B.P.
witi overlapping lo-ranges were obtained from three 1oc,,:tions
nlea:- Ten Mile Hill (fMHf-l, TMH-3, and TMH-5), located
flea:'- Charleston,.Iand from' BLUF-D (BLUF-14A and BLUF-
15C). These dates Were constrained by a minimum age'Pear
OeN:getwn GEO-2D) and a"maximum age near Gyapway
((P1-ic) in the~ north; 4 minimum ae near Ten Mile Hill

(T~H-2),a maximum age near Hollywood (HOL-1A) near
Charleston; anid a maximum age at BLUF-D (BLUF-I5B) in
the south (Figures 5e and 6). The weighted average of these
con, emiporary ages is 3548 t 66 years B.P., which is the age we
assil ~n to episode E.

E; -,Cause evidence, for episo4e E was found at sites in the
north, middle, and s6uth, we interpret the size of this (these)
eaftrquAkce(s) to be -at least as big as the 1886 Charleston
cari iqu~ake and, its locatiou to be near Charleston, and we
assign- it -a magnitude M 7 +: Using Ambraseys' f1988] formula
and a distance of 100 km (distance to BLUF-D),'we get M 7. 0.

5.6. Episode F

E;'?iso de F has been inferred from one contempora.ry age for
a sa nple~ at Gapway (GWY-2C-) and tight-bracketing constraint.
froriL H611ywood (HOI-3B) and from' loose ingimumi con-
stra: nts.from Hollywoipd (HOL-3A) and C onway (CON41) and
loos-. minimum constraints from Ge~orgetown (GEO-2B) and
Ten. Mile Hill CJTMH-2A) (Figures 5f and 6). The two ages
obt ined from HOL-3A and HOL-3B do not provide a tight
age constrajnt for episode F and could be evidence for a later:
earthquake (episode G). The age of episode F is 5038 t± 16M
yeai sBP. based on one contemnporary a ge with pbssibly *a
non hem source. We ascribe it a magnitude. M - 6.0.
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FIgure 6; Locations of sites where contemporary (solid circle-) and tight-bracketing age (crosss) data were
obtained for episodes A-G.

5.7. Episode G
The age of this liquefaction episode is not defined by any

contemporary ages. It is deterrmined frdiA tight-bracketing age
constraints at Ten Mile Hill (TMH-4A and TMH4B) near
Chaileston and at Malpherqus (MAIL-A and MAL,1B) to the
south (Eigures Sg aidd 6). Tight maximum age is provided by a
sample frdm Conway (CON-1), and tight minimum age con-
straint is provided by a sample from Myrtle Beach (MYR-2).
Loose age cglstraints are provided by gamples from Holly-
wood (ROL-3A and HOL-3B); their ages could aiso be evi-

dence of episode F. Other samples from Malpherous
(MAL lE and MAL-1F) and Southport, North Carolina, pro-
vide Ic. se copstraints. The assigned age of episode ( (5300-
6300 y,: ars B.P.) is estimated from the tight constraint provided
by MAL-IA and MAL-IB and slightly looser constraint pro-
vided : y TMH-4A and TMH-4B. We assign it a magnitude M
7+ arid place it near Charleston because evidelce of this
episopd was found in horthiern, middle, and-southetn sited.
Application bfAniiraseyv' [19881 formula'and a distance of 140
km to MYR give M 7.2.
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Figure 6. [continued)

6.. Discussioft
Calibrated ages of radiocarbon samples fromi sandblows at

multiple sites in South Carolina suggest the, occurrence .of
seven prehistoric earthquakes, large enough to cause liquefac-
iion. Ile inferredl ages of these episodes are 546 ± 17, 1021±
30, 1648 ± 74, 1754-2177, 3548 ± 66, 5038 ± 166, and 5300-
6300 years BYP. Age ranegesare used when th6 age is based
primrariy on tracketing ages.

The analysis presented in section 5 leads, to two scenarios for
the inferred prehistoric seismiicity. In the first, there are three
;1ncibe. Qt-iqmic Rourre zoties: One is located near Charleston,

another~is located near Georgetow~n (northern source)i and the
third is located near Bluffto~n (southern source). The se-cond
scenario involves all earthquakes occurring in the Charleston
seismic ione. The tim-ing 6f the earthquakes in the two scenar-
ios is st~marized in Table 3.

The postsibility of a source zone outside of the, Charleston
"r~ has been suggested earlier. For excample, WJcmii &im-
Obenmeier [19901 sugg~ested that ~the older ages (>5750 years
B.P.) at Conway an~d (>8770 y~ars B.P.) at Southport, North
Carolina, might be evidence of a northern source. Amick and
Gelinas [19911 attributed (our) episode. C to a northern source.
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Figure 1. Depths below mean high water (IMW) lev. A inferred to represent late Holocene sea levels for the
SCCP, from Scott el al. [1995] (solid circles) and fron DePraoter and Howard (1981] (stippled pattern). Ago
data fromDgePrazter and Howard [1981] were calibrated before plotting. The times of episodes A-G are shown
by solid vertical lines for comparison.

explaining the age of the oldest liquefaction episode indicated
by all of the studies conducted to date.

Evidence of late Holocene sea level fluctuations have been
identified In the South Carolina and Georgia COastal Plains
[DePmtter and Howard, 1981; Colquhoun and BDboks,. 1986;
Gayvs er al., 1993; Scott ea al., 1995]- These studies identified a
highstand during the past 6000 years of relative sea level be-
tween -4500 and 3100 years B.P.g ePratter and Howard [1981]
used historical data together with dated archaeological arti-
facts, submerged in-place tree stumps, and numerous buried
trees in northeast Georgia near Wilmington Bland and neigh-
boring South Carlina (Figure 1). They found that the sea level
reached -1.5 to -2 m mean sea level (msl) by -4500 years

3.P., began to lower'-3100 years B.P., was -3 to -4 mn for
-500-600 years, and then rose to its present levels around
2400 years 13.P. Gaye& et al. [1993] obtained a relative sea level
curvc from tidal wetland deposits of MurrelPs Inlets South
Carolina, 30 km northeast of Georgetown (Figure 1). They also
found a sea level higbstand between -5300 and 3600 years
}.P. (Gayes et al., 1993, Figure 6, p. 1591 whorein water oscii
lated from -3 m about 5300 years BY. to -1 m ms1 by 4280
years B.P. and then fell to -3 n by 3600 years B.P. before
rising again to its present position. At the Santee River delta
(25 km south of Georgetown) they present evidence for depp-
ening of sea level to about -5-6 i nist during ihe period from
3200 to 2000 years.B.P.Thcy attribute the lower differential
Holocene submergence to sediment loading by the Sastee
delta. Scott et al. [1995] added nicropaleontologic constraints
to the results of Gaye4 et al. 11993) and confirmed their con-
clusions. Cotquhoun and Brooks, [1986] developed a Holocene
sea level curve for the southeastern United States through a
study of marsh stratigraphy and archeological sites in marsh.
and interriverine areas from near Georgetown to Savannah,
Georgia. They also found a sea level rise from about -4 a.
about 5000 years B.P. with a highstand (-1 m nAsl) -4000
years B.P. Their data showed several fluctuations ia sea level
and were not well constrained.

The effect of ground water lelnt on the formation of sand
blows is exanined by comparing prehistoric sea level curve!

.,, , .I . A_ A t _-fl ... 1\ 12f th M nyVre.1't!.

Inlet [Scott dl.,, 1995) and near Savannah, Georgia [DePratter
and Howard, 1981], there was a highstand higher than about
-2 m rnsl of relative sea level frpm - 4500 to 3100 years B.P.,
a lowstand lower than about -3 to 4 in rnsi from 3000 to 2400
yoars ItP., .and shallower water levels, higher than -2 m rnsl
for the past 2000 years. We note that at the time of occurrence
of episodes A, B, C, and D (and C') the water levels were
shallower than -2 m inst, thus making widespread liquefaction
possible-for Charleston-type events (episodes A and B) ot
smaller local earthquakes (episodes C and D). If the ground-
water levels between 3000 arid 2000 years BP. in other parts of
the SCCP were also low, as at Santee (-5 to 6 m rnsl), we
would not expect liquefaction features to reach the surface,
providing a possible explanation for the absence of sandblows
of that age. The absence of sandblows older than episode G
could be due to water levels being too low to cause liquefied
sands to reach the surface and not due to an absence of earth-
quakes.

The inferred occurrence of only one earthquake (episode F2)
.in the 3000 year period between episodes A-D and episodes F
and G could be duo te temporal clustering of seismicity, fluc-
tuation water levels, or their evidence having been obliterated.
Our data do not allow us to distinguish between these alter-
natives. Thus, for estimating recurrence rates of prehistoric
earthquakes based on paleoliquefaction events we consider the
paleoliquefaction record to be complete for the. past 2000
years. Because the paleoliquefaction record may not be com-
plete for the period between -5800 and 2000 years B.P., the
recurrence intervals between older paleoliquefaction events
may not be representative of the paleoliquefaction tates in the
SCCP. Thus, in estimating the recurrence rates of earthquakes
in the SCCP we place greater emphasis on the data for the past
2000 years B.P., i.e., up to episode D.

6.2. Recurrence Rates
In estimating the recurrence rate for scenario 1 we assume

that the liquefaction observed near Georgetown and dated at
-1650 years B.P. (episode C) resulted from an earthquake on
a northern source. We further assume that episode D, which
occurred -2000 Yeats B.P., was associated with a southern
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source near Bluffton. In this sccnardo no earthquakes occurred
in the Charleston source at 1650 or 2000 yars B.P. Thus, in the
past 2000 years we have three carthquakefe located near
Charleston; 1886 A.)., 546 years S.1., and 1021 years B.P. with
an average recurrence rate of 454 ± 21 years. The next known
(older) earthquake associated with liquefaction occurred
-3550 years B.P. (Table 3). Evidence for any (?) earth-
quake(s) between -2000 and 3550 years B.P. could be missing.
If we assume that we have one rissing earthquake midway
between 2000 and 3550 ycars D.P. (for which there is no record
of a liquefaction feature), the mean recurrence rate for the
Charleston source is -859 ± 532 years. If we assume two
equally spaced missing earthquakes between 2000 and 3550
years B.. the mean recurrence rate for the Charleston source
zono is 687 z 405 years. Por the northern and southern
sources, on the basis of ont event each in the past 2000 years,
we assign a recurrence rate of 2000 years for M 6.0 earth-
quakes.

Por scenario 2 (Table 3) we assume that there was only one
earthquake associated with liquefaction between -1000 and
2000 years B.P. and that it occurred at the Charleston source at
1683 years B.P. (episode C'). In this scenario there are four
Charleston earthquakes before 2000 years 1.P. (1886 A.D., $46
years B.P., 1021 years B,P,, and 1683 years BYP.), with a mean
reurrerce interval of 523 ± 100 years B.P. In anticipation of
additional data we suggest a recurrence rate between 500 and
600 years for M 7 + earthquakes at Charleston and \-2000
years for M 6.0 events at the northern and southern souices in
the SCCP.
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Toble 5.3.2

COUPTRIBtMJUlG ACCIDEMMS iri THE MOX PLAWITDCMINANT RtSK

Accident Nunber |_ Accident Description

I Earthqipake in excess of the design basis

2 Aircraet crash into headend area

3 Hydrogin explosion in ROR reactor

4 Hydrogon explosion in sintering furnace

5 Ion ex:;hange resin fire

6 Dissol ,or explosion in wet scrap recovery

7 Loaded final filter failure

5P Criticility accident

9 Plutonium shippinp contaliner daamage

10 Tornada in excess of-desiqn basis

ISOTOPIC CONTENT oF
lable 5.3.3

PN UTO.IUM AGC 1 YFAA AFTER
(ori rI5M0, Retf. 6)

REP;.s0CESSMNG

Isotope 1st Recycle 2nd Pacyclo -3rd Recycle 4th Recycle
(weight %) (wei,;iht IN) (weight ) (weight .)

238pu 2.5 3.2 4.2 5.

'3Pu 57. 4C. 34. 31.

240P 23. 3. 30. 27.

PU. lE. 16. 20.

242Pui 5.2 l(. 1S. 20.

241Auu | 0.63 (0.81 0.86 0.86
_ , _ _ _ 1 . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . .- _ . . ._ . , , , _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _

t*ecause of decay of 241Pu during the first year after reprocessing.
The curies pr2jgram are: 238Pu-16.9. 23OPu - 0.06, 240Pu -0. 2,
2 lpV.l a, m Pu.0039 and 241An:-3.26. This gives a weighted
mean for first recycle of 13 CW/gm.

5- 1
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Results and Sensitivities

Consequently, core damage arrest might only be important in determining non-DCH loads at low
RCS pressures. Because best estimate nam spike loads are not containment thetening, core
damage arrest has no impact on the resuit of this study. Core damage arrest played a much more
important role in the NUREO1 150 study because it also precluded lower head failure for other
CDIs and in some additional scenarios thct otherwise would have lead to containment threatening
DCH and liner attack events.

Table 7.4 shows that all plants, excelt McGuire, have early containment failure probabilities
(full power internal events given core dasmge) in the range of 0.35% to 5.8%. These integral
results of early containment failure are 'vuaitativly consistent with published WE results for
these plants. The early containment ftiu. probability was 13.9% for MceGuire. The higher
containment failure probability is domiate:- by the high SBO frequency and the relatively weak
containment for McGuire. We have not investigated why our assessment for McGuire is seven
times larger than the IPE value of 2%.

For perspective, we note that the ICH overpressure failure probability was less than or
equal to 103 for dhe vast majority of PWPs with large dry or subatmospheric containments (Pilch
et al. 1996 and Pilch et al. 1997). BIecaxse DCII is thought to be the dominant mode of early
containment failure in most of these PIWRs, we conclude that ice condser plants are at least
two orders of magnitude more vulnerable to early contaiment failure than other types of PWRs.
This relative ranking of ice condenser p: ants with the remaining PWRs is generally consistent
with perceived notions; but surprsngly, it is not consistent with results summarized from the
WEs themselves. Summarizing IPE results NUREG-1560 (NRC 1996) showed that a large
number of PWRs with large dry or subatncspheric containments report mean early containment
failure probabilities in excess of 10*, "hile none of the ice condenser plants reported early
failures greater than 2.4%. NUREG-156(i further cites DCH processes as the main contributor to
early containment failure in PWRs with large dry or subatmospheric containments. In light of
more recent NRC estimates (Pfich et al. 1196 and Pilch et al. 1997), we conclude without judging
the relative quality ofthe IPEs, that many utilities with large dry or subatmospheric containments
must have been overly conservative in their treatment of HPME probabilities and DICH loads.

The early containment failure estimates of this study are restricted to full power internal
events. Bypass events, low power shutd:wn events, and external events must be considered to
have a complete risk informed perspective of early containment failure risk. We note, however,
that bypass events have nothing to do with DM. Furthermore, dPME/DH presses are not
likely to occur in low power shutdown ea ents because the RCS pressure is expected to be low;
however, there are some scenarios where loss of :RHR could lead to repressurization if the
pressure boundary is sealed.

The core damage phenonology for external events is similar to that for internal events.
Risk-informed regulation could be better served if insights from this study were factored into
fully integrated assessments of risk for ice; condenser plants.

Table 7.5 shows the relative contribu ions of external events and internal events to total core
damage frequency. For Catawba and Mc~luire, the CDF associated with external events can be a
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Quantification of Containment ragility

analysis at either single or multiple accident temperatures. For those that determined the capacity
at diffent temperatures, the analysis closest to 400 K (260'F) was selected as best representing
the accident temperatures expected in the reactor containment building during vessel breach.

We observed that the licensee s level of effort and our estimate of the reliability of these
containment fragility Yurves varien significantly. In some cases, a detailed analysis was
performed for every possible failure mode. An overall cumulative failure curve was determined
by combining each mode of failure, while some MEs simply used containment fragility curves
derived firom other containments oz simply shifted other plant's fragility curves based on their
determination of the dience in ulimate capacity.

Appendix ) in Pilch at al. (196) briefly discusses (when given enough information) how
the fagility curves were determined from each WE. In addition, th process of digitizing, fitting
and tabulating the curves or data given in th IPEs is discussed for every plant, and the detailed
results are also tabulated

Functional representations of fragility are subject to possible error when extrapolated to low
failure frequencies, because excessive extrapolation to low failure frequencies could lose or
violate the physical basis most of the curve rests on. In other cases, some IPEs conservatively tie
the low end of the fragility curve to the design pressure. Consequently, the WPE fragility curves
might be quite conservative in twe tls. On the other hand, the digitizing process is subject to
human error and is dependent on the quality of the working curve. In a few cases, we supplied a
curve fit to median values (5% and 95%), and extrapolation to lower failure frequencies may
involve error. It will be shown that the assessment of early containment failure probability can
be sensitive to uncertainties in the a gility curves.

Table 6.1 provides a concise summary. of key plant-specific fraity data for each
Westinghouse plant with an ice condenser containment. We note that all ice condenser
containments are free-standing steel shells, exocpt DC Cook, which is a reinforced concrete
containment. We see that large varitions in containment strengths exist DC Cook is the least
robust containment with a failure pntssure of 45 psig, at a failure frequency of 10%. Watts Bar
and Catawba are the strongest conta: ments with failure pressures of 71 psig, at the same failure
probability. Thus, we conclude that L containment's fragility is plant-specific. This is illustrated
fimher in Flgure 6.1 which copares the fragility curves for all the plants. We note in Table 6.1
that IPE assessments of fility fcr Sequoyah suggest that the containment is more robust
(particularly in the low-end tail) comipared to NtUREG-1 150 assessments of the containment
fragility for Sequoyah.

We note that the ice condenser plants are substantially less robust than other Westinghouse
plants with large dry or subatmospbowic containments. Table 6.1 shows that the mean of the
containment failure pressure for all :cc condenser plants is 62.8 psig at a failure frequency of
10%. The comparable value for all Westinghouse plants with large dry or subatmospheric
containmnents is 1 13.1 psig. Ice conaenser conaent an afford to be less robust because of
their reliance on ice beds as a preswud suppression feature for design basis accidents-

1. 1
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Executive Summary

for DBA conditions. CONTAIN has also been benchmrarked against key experiments that
emphasize each of the three sources of containment loads noted above. However, there are no
integral DCII tests in ice condenser geomtrty to flly validate CONTAIN for this application.

Steam sources wer taken from a S(.CDAPlRELAPS SB0 calculation and used as input to a
CONTAIN code model of the Ice condenser containment CONTAIN predicted that
approximately half the ice remained at the time of vessel breach. A fully consistent calculation
of ice inventory for non-SBO events %as not perfomed as part of this study, but a review of
NUREG- 1150 quantificaions shows tat 10-50% of the ice remains at the time of predicted
vessel breach for DCH relant scenaric. NUREG-1 ISO quantifications showed total or almost
total ice melt for a number of scenarts; these tended to be cases involving large LOCAs or
induced large LOCAs that preclude DCIR.

'CONTAIN calculations perforet. in support of the present effort show that ther is a
potential for the ice to be considbly more effective in preventing threatening DCHI loads than
indicated by the earlier studies, providc d igniters (and ARFs) are operating prior to vsel breach.
The principal reason is that the combiration of limited metal in the melt and oxygen starvation in
the lower containment resulted in a mauch smaller contribution from the combustion of DCI-
produced hydrogen, and the ice was c~dculated to be very effective in suppressing pressurization
owing to superheated gas and steam.

CONTA calculations showed tat no ice condenser plant is inherently robust to all credible
DCIH or hydrogen combustion eveaus in a station blackout (SBO3) accident. The containment is
threatened by hydrogen combustion events alone because igniters, which are AC-powed, are
not available to mitigate the accurwlation of very high concentrations of hydrogen in the
containment. Hydrogen combustion, initiated by and in conjunction with a DCIH event is even
more threatening. The ice beds were found to significantly reduce DCII loads in a SB3 accident,
but not to a level that did not thireaten t containment CONTAIN predicted non-threatening
containment loads for non-SBOs provided ice or one train of containment sprays is available. If
the refueling water storg tank has ' :mptied and approximately 50% of more of the ice is melted,
the reactor cavity will be deeply flo:xled and the nature of contaimnent loads change from DCHI
to non-threatening steam spikes.

The containment event tree ii. intended. to give each contait challenge its proper
probabilistic weighting based on plant spedfic core damage frequencies, phenomenological
probabilities, and plat specific frgility curves. The GET event tree was benchmarked against
NUREO- 150 to ense that all significant top events were reasonably represented in a
simplified CET patterned after NtREO-l 150. Detailed comparisons proved this to be the case.
The CET was fuer simplified by introducing some conservative assumptions and specific
quantifications were updated basl, on more ent NRC-sponsored research.

A plant-specific evaluation of the CET showed that all plants, except McGuire, had an early
failure probability (given core danage) within the range 0.35% to 5.8% for fitl power internal
events. These integral estimaes of early containment failure are qualitatively consistent with
published WE results for thoese f;lts. The early containment failure probability, as computed
here, was 13.9% fbr Mc~uire. This higher containment failure probability for MoGuire is
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Executive Summary

dominated by the relatively high SB) frequency and the relatively weak containment for
McGuire. The WIE assessments of eady containment failure at McGuire (2%) are significantly
lower than our assessments; however, we have not Investiged the reasons for this difference.

Phenomenological uncetainties are large, but a fully integrated uncertainty study was outside
the scope of this effort. However, selected sensitivity studies were performed here to illuminate
the importance of certain quantificaons and to.examine the importance of certain accident
management procedures that might be proposed. Reduction in the hot leg failure probability and
the probability of a stuck open powr-eraed relief valve (PORV) after uncovery of the top of
actual fuel (UTAF) had no significant Impact of the results of this study. Reduction in the hot leg
failure probability increases tex probability of early containment failure for those plants with a
large SBO frequency, but not to the pols: that conclusions regarding compliance with NRC goals
would change. An additional sensitivity study assuming intentional depressurization by the
operators after UTAF also bad no impact on the conclusions of this study. All plants, especially
McGuire. would benefit fom a reduction in SBO frequency or some meas of hydrogen control
that is effective in SBOs. The sulting risk reduction is greater than an order of magnitude for
all plants.

Assuming igniters and air return 4ans are not operational (e.g. SBOs), uncertainties in
conutinment loads are dominated by unerrtainties in hydrogen combustion phenomena and the
amount of clad oxidized during core deo ation. For non-SBOs, uncertainties in containment
loads are dominated by uncertainties in: modeling, the availability of sprays, the ice inventory at
vessel breach, and the melt mass. We use the mean fragility curves as reported in the IPEs,
which have not been reviewed. These fragility curves are steep with a short low-end tail, and any
uncertainties in these fragiity curves could have a significant impact on computed containment
failure probabilities.

Consistent with perceptions of the te :hnical community, this study shows that ice condenser
plants are substanditly imatre sensitive to early'bontainment failure than PVWIs With large dry or
subatmospheric containments. These peaceptions, however, are not consistent with IPE results
summarized in NUREG-1560 that show many :PWRs with large dry or subatmospheric
containments report early containment ft Lure probabilities in excess of 10% given a core damage
accident, while none of the ice condejiser plants: reported early failures greater than 2.4%.
NUREG-1560 cites DCH processes as the main contribution to early containment failure in
PWs with large dry or subatmospheric containments. In light of more recent NRC estimates of
DCH-induced containment failure probatilities, we conclude that many utilities with large dry or
subatmospheric containments were overly conservative in their tewment of HPME probabilities
and DCHI loads.

To develop a more integrated perspective for risk-informed regulation, it is recommended
that the insights of ths study be factcrd into more complete Level 11 analyses for each
significant plant damage state and that tie evaluation of early containment failure be evaluated
not only for internal events, but also for external events, low power shutdown events, and bypass
Ctvfts. For completeness, we recommimd that a formal uncertainty study be performed to
quatify the impact of identified un:*talnties on early contaiment failure; however,
--UDtaintes in the fundamental DPI pr: cesses of dispesal, fragmentation, and debris/gas heat
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Public Health Risks of
Substituting Mfixed-Oxide For
Uranium Fuel in Pressurized-
Water Reactors

Edwin S. Lyman"
The U.S. DepUtMe of Ener 4M (DOE) has awarded a contrlact to the consordum

Duke Cogema Stone ead Webster U 'C) to dpapof up to 33 twifle of exes weep-
eM-grade plutoni (WO-Pe by Ir Vdlatlag it hnthe term of mbaed-c'dde (MOX) fuel
in fow US. conmecial pressurized waLer react V (pWfs). ThIS paper estimates the
incrase In risk to the public frn 41*625 WG-MOXC at these reactorm and finds that it
exceds recently established Nux " Regulatory Commission (NRQ guideins
Therefore, the NRC will have a tech ail basis for. prohitIng the use of MOX at thse
reactor. unless the rtwk that they aU experience a sev accident can be signatly
reduced.

MOX fuel will displace a fration of the lowenriche uranium (LEU) fuel that
these reacrncrrentlb use w Becaum MOX crn have greater quantites of plutonium

nd Other actides than LE res throughout the operating cytle, the sourc tem for
radiodogical rvkses caused by sev :e reatr accdents will be greater for MOX-fueled
PWRs. In this paper, the radI4l10 :calcnquences to the publc from contanment
failure or bypass ccidents atMOX-!taeled PWks are calclated. and compared to those
resulting ftran the same aeddents a .LEUfueed PWs

This paper finds that cmnpar to LEU cons, the number of latent cancer fatali-
ties (LCFs) resulting from an acc nt with ane melt and early containment failure
woUld be hWher by 39%. 81% or 131% for ful WC-MOX cores, depending an the fw-
tion of acthides relessed 0.3, 1.96% or 6%). Under the DCS plan. In which WG-Pu
will be purified using an aqueow p oces and onl 40% of the core will be loaded with
WC-MOX the number of LCFs wolaid be 11%, 259% or 30s9 Ilggher, respecvy The
average LCF risk to Inxtvlduals wi thin ten miles of a severe accident approxdmately
daubles for a fullWG-MOX core. an:t 1nctease by 26%tor a DCS re.

The ordalual vrsion of this mngnu% itpt was received by Sece & Gloal &curtyaon
19 October 1998.

a Edwin Lyman is scientific direitor of the Nudlear Cotrol Institute
in Washlngon, D.C.
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These results are of particular :oncur for the nuclear plants in toe DCS corner-
tuimn, Catawba and Mc~ulre. Thest plantsa have IcwWe-ndeer contalutenb. Which
Sandia Notional Laboratories. esthm tes are at least two orders of magntude viaure vuli-
nerable to early failure than other ty pes of PW csntalnment

The findings of this paper also apply to the pmoposed use of WO7-MOX in WVlt-
1000 reactors in Russia, which meet less su-Iget safety standards than U&S reactors

INTRODLIC ION

Pilulunlm DispodSo
In January 1997, the US. Depat tment of Energy (DOE) decided to pursue a
'dual track' policy for dispoising wf approximately 50 twins of plutonium pro-
diced for weapons programs that:; have been declared excess to military needs.
The two tradcks refer to differen I: approadw~ for converting separated pluto-
nium Into a dilute and highy railloactive form that Is more difficult to return
to weapons.

Under one approach, know :i as 'can-ln-canlster' immobilization (CIC),
plutonium will be Incorporated Into chemidcally stable ceramic discs. These
discs will In turn be embedded Ixi canisters of *vldterfid (glassifted) high-level
radioactive waste (VHLW) at th a Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPP)
at the Savannah River Site (SR.".) In South Carolina. DOE is planning to use
tIC for approximately 17 tonmas of excess plutonium In Impure forms, The
CIC facility will be sited at $RS adjacent to di DWPF.-

Under the other approach, ; Luwoniun will be used to produce 'mixed plu-
tonium-uranium. oxide" (MONQ fitel assemblkes, which will be irradiated in a
number of U.S. commercial liglht-water nuclear reactors (LWRs), displacing
some or nil of the low-enriched uranium oxide (LRQ) fuel the reactors cur-
rently use. DOE is planning to atilize this option for Z5.6 tonnes of weapons-
grade plutonium (WG-Pu).

Both processes are rogardei by most experts as roughly comparable in
their ability to render the plutonium as inaccesslbW a the plutonium in corn-
inertial spent nuclear fuel, thwtby mueeting the "spent fuel standard defined
by the National Academy of Sceienes (NAS)~. However, DOE decided to pursue
both tracks for a number of rewions, one being the desirability of havinig a
backup strategy in case one approach did not succeed.

In 1998, DOE issued a Reayest for Proposals. seeking vendors interested
in providing MOX fuel fabrlcatim and Irradiation services. Of the three pro-
posal submitted, two were quickly elimlinated fir falling to meet basic
requirements. In Mardi 1999. 3OE signed a contract with the third party, a
consortium called Duke Cogemn Stone & Webster (WCS), which included the



WASTE PRODUCTION IN FRENCH MOX FABRICATION FACILITIES

Xavier Coeytaux, Research Associate, WISE-Paris
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Mycle Schneider, Director of WISE-Paris

Version 2, Paris, 10 August 01

Introduction

The following is a brief note on the waste generation and management at the French MOX
fuel fabrication facilities and the MELOX plant in Marcoule in particular. Detailed
infornation is not publicly available and COGEMA has turned down any request for
information on waste production of the MELOX plant arguing commercial confidentiality.1

WISE-Paris has estimated the waste ratio on the basis of the available information. Any more
precise calculation is currently not possible without COGEMA's willingness to a minimum of
transparency on the issue.

Waste Generation at French MOX Fabrication Facilities

Among the MELOX facilities on the Marcoule site, there is a unit (called Unite de
Chamottage) where discarded pellets can be grinded in view of the re-introduction into the
process. According to unpublished information, the unit has a capacity of 8% of the initial
annual licensed throughput of 101.3 t HM. It started operating at the same time as the rest of
the MELOX facility.2

Table 1: Unirradiated Scrap MOX stored at La Hague Cooling Ponds (in tHM)3

(as of 1st January 2001)

Source: DRIRE 4 and COGEMA

Calculation of MELOX Waste Production Factor

Considering that:

see COGEMA, letter to WISE-Paris, dated 8 August 01 (attached as PDF)
2Personal communication, DRIRE-Languedoc Roussillon, 10 August 2001 (Direction R6gionale de l'Industrie
de la Recherche et de l'Environnement, Regional representative of the State nuclear safety authority).
3 The figures are rounded to the ton.
4personal communication, DRIRE-Basse Normandie, 31 July 2001 (Direction R6gionale de lIndustrie de la
Recherche et de l'Environnement, Regional representative of the State nuclear safety authority)



MELOX has been operating since 1996;

MELOX has fabricated 434.6 tHM of MOX as of 31.12.2000;

Table 2: MELOXproduction output by year (in tHM)

La Hague ponds contained 45 tHM of MELOX scrap MOX as of 31 December 2000;

it can be calculated that:

- If 8 % of the total scrap MOX is treated in the Unite de Chamottage and 45 tHM (or
10.4 %) were sent to La Hague;

* The average MELOX MOX waste factor on the operating period 1996-2000 would have
been 18.4 %.5

Destination of Scrap MOX

COGEMA considers that all of the scrap MOX can be "recycled", that is reprocessed and the
plutonium reused in .fresh MOX. However, currently COGEMA does not have any
authorization to process any of the 90 tons of scrap MOX that is stored at La Hague in any of
its installations at La Hague nor elsewhere.

5 Inofficial sources suggest that the scrap rate was as high as 50% in the first production year. However, it is

unclear at what stage the products did not meet the technical specifications.
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